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Numerum in se facere
The verbs fació, facere and fio, fieri were common in all centuries and in all 
regions where Latin was spoken and written. Those verbs had so many uses that 
52 columns are required by the Thesaurus Linguae Latinae1 and many pages 
and columns of other significant dictionaries of classical Latin. Some mean­
ings provided in the Wörterbuch der latinischen Sprache by Wilhelm Freund 
(A.D. 1806-1894) for facio  were “ machen, bereiten, verfertigen, zu Stande 
bringen.”2 Both the Thesaurus and Freund’s Wörterbuch however were not 
only incomplete but also quite inadequate for significant parts of Latin culture in 
which mathematics, geography, astronomy, and numerous other scientific activ­
ities were normally pursued by writers of Latin in all periods. This omission 
was particularly true for reading and interpreting the works of Cicero, Ovid, and 
Quintillian, as well as of Tertullian and Augustine, some of whose writings were 
cited often by those and all other classical dictionaries. We shall ask whether 
lexicographers have accounted for the full and rich meanings of Latin terms if 
those words conveyed mathematical and scientific senses.
Freund’s work was based upon Totius latinitatis lexicon consilio et cura 
Jacobi Facciolati, opera et studio Aegidii Fornellini lucubratum. Facciolati 
(1682-1769) had been the teacher of Fornellini (1688-1768), and they had edited 
several Latin texts together ; but the Lexicon was the concept and primarily the 
labour of Forcellini from 1718 until his death in 1768. That Lexicon was first 
published in three volumes (Padua: Johannes Manfrè, 1771-1805), with both 
Italian and Greek meanings for each Latin lemma ; it was reissued editio altera 
locupletior (Padua : apud Thomam Bettinelli, 1805) in four volumes. The editio 
tertia was in the charge of Giuseppe (Josephus) Furlanetto (Padua: Johannes
1 Thesaurus Linguae Latinae, editus auctoritate et consilio academiarum quinqué Germani- 
carum Berolinensis, Göttingensis, Lipsiensis, Monacensis, Vindobonensis. Praemonenda de ratio- 
nihus et usu operis (Leipzig: B.G. Teubner, 1900 et seq.); 2aed., 1990, ...editus iussu et auctoritate 
consilii ab Academiis societatibusque diversarum nationum electi. Praemonenda... ; (facio) VI/1 
(1926), coll. 82-133.
2 Wörterbuch der lateinischen Sprache nach historisch-genetischen Principien, von Wilhelm 
Freund (Leipzig: Hahn, 1834-1845), 4 vols. He also produced a Gesammtwörterbuch der latein­
ischen Sprache zum Schul- und Privat-Gebrauch (Breslau : G.P. Aderholz, 1844-1845), 2 vols., more 
brief but with greater use of Latin scientific texts. For a severe and detailed criticism of that Wörter­
buch, vol. I (1834), see Christian H. Dörner, Das Freundsche Wörterbuch der lateinischen Sprache 
im Verhältniß zu seinen Vorgängern (Stuttgart : Hallberger, 1837), 23 pages.
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Manfrè, 1827-1831). It was translated into German, and that version3 was used 
by Wilhelm Freund (1834-1845). Freund’s Wörterbuch was then translated into 
English by E. A. Andrews, A copious and critical Latin-English Lexicon, founded 
on the larger Lexicon o f Dr. W.F. : with additions and corrections from the Lexi­
cons o f Gesner, Facciolati, Scheller, Georges, etc. (London, 1849).4 Andrews’ 
edition was also issued as A New Latin Dictionary (1850), and that title was 
retained when it was later edited by Lewis and Short (1879).5 In their classic 
version, Charles Short summarised the meanings of facio  as "to do, perform, 
produce. ”
During the long period from 1718 to 1879 however, none of those great lexi­
cographers of classical Latin recognised that facio  could produce a numerical 
sum or express any other arithmetical function. It is remarkable that, with one 
exception noted below, all lexicographers for classical Latin6 seem to have 
agreed that the common arithmetical functions of facio and the particular uses of 
facio and fio to express the results of such functions were not worth mentioning 
and that no exempla should be cited. Until quite recently, all lexicographers of 
medieval Latin seem to have concurred in this exclusion of arithmetic. Medical 
and some botanical terms were often included in dictionaries and lexicons, but 
prejudice against inclusion of the language of certain subjects in Latin culture 
was also extended to other mathematical and scientific disciplines, including 
geometry and astronomy.
Within the two decades of 1960-1980, a change took place in classical 
lexicography. Happily, the Oxford Latin Dictionary noticed arithmetical uses 
of both facio and fio in early sources and included the following definition of 
facio : “ to amount to (by addition, multiplication, etc.); make up the number 
of; to reach a total.” Indeed, facio and fio  had often expressed the action 
not only of addition but also of subtraction, multiplication, and division of 
numbers in both classical Latin and medieval Latin sources. While Oxford 
may be praised for its unique recognition of these usages of facio, it too had
3 F.G.W. Härtel, A. Voigtländer, and C. Lehm ann, Totius latinitatis lexicon ... secundum 
tertiam editionem, cujus curam gessit J. Furlanetto, correctum et auctum labore variorum 
(Schneeberg : C. Schumann ; Leipzig : Hahn, 1831-1835), 4 vols.
4 Lexicons by Scheller, Freund, and Georges were revised and translated into English by Joseph 
Esmond Riddle (1804-1859). There were several more editions of lexicons by both Riddle and Ethan 
Allen Andrews (1787-1858).
5 A Latin Dictionary founded on the translation of William Freund’s Latin-German Lexicon 
edited by E.A. Andrews, LL.D., revised, enlarged, and in great part rewritten by Charlton T. Lewis, 
Ph.D. and Charles Short, LL.D. (New York : Harper, 1879). Lewis (1834-1904) had began this revi­
sion of Andrews and produced pages 1-216; after some delay, Short (1821-1886) was invited to 
complete the work and was responsible for pages 217-2019, including the verb facio.
6 Sources of classical Latin were usually chosen from those texts written prior to about A.D. 180/ 
200. But lexicographers often included also a few selected later sources, such as Macrobii In 
somnium Scipionis (ca.A.D.400), Augustin! De civitate Dei (A.D.415-430), Isidori Origines seu 
Etymologiae (A.D.620-636).
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been inconsistent about mathematical and scientific meaning for many words 
of letters A to Libero (fascicles 1-4 published during the years 1968-1973); 
from fascicle 5 (1976) onwards however, it tended to include more such 
usages and did so especially for the words commencing with letters M  to Z 
(1976-1982).
The Thesaurus linguae Latinae 1/1 (1908)-VIII/11 (1966) had omitted almost 
every possible mathematical usage of words commencing with letters A to M; 
the fascicles IX/1 et seq. for letter N, full of grammatical words (as nam, ne, 
non), were not prepared. But with the fascicles of vol. IX, pars altera (1968), 
the mathematical and other scientific meanings and quotations of those usages 
began to be included for words beginning with letters O and P.
A similar change may be observed for lexica of medieval Latin for the use of 
words before A.D. 1200, the limit for this analysis. Those lexica are organised by 
country or sometimes by language practices of nations within modem bounda­
ries of a country ; some of them have been completed but several are still in 
progress. Prior to the mid-1980s, the Mittellateinisches Wörterbuch for example 
had largely excluded mathematical and scientific meanings of many words until 
its fascicles reached the word comprovincialis with vol. II, fascicle 7 (1976), but 
that work had been done during the 1950s and early 1960s. When the Wörter­
buch was reorganised in the mid 1960s, it became very careful to include those 
meanings for subsequent lemmata, as is evident in fascicle 11,8 (1967). A similar 
change may be noticed also in Medieval Latin from British Sources beginning 
with Fascicle V (1997), especially with letter L. There are exceptions to these 
generalisations of course, so that the teams of scholars for each of the lexicons 
may have included the occasional mathematical or scientific usage of an earlier 
term or overlooked such meanings of a later term, as we shall show to detail. But 
the patterns of exclusion and inclusion are so strong that one may identify the 
particular editors who reviewed the entries more carefully and who thus changed 
the entire spirit of the lexicographical enterprise by systematically including 
usages and meanings of the language that had always been present in Roman 
culture and that continued in all stages of the developing Latin language : mathe­
matics and the sciences.7
In this regard, we should appreciate especially the insight and influence of 
P.G.W. Glare, Bernhard Bischoff, and David R. Hewlett. Notice for example
7 These conclusions have been documented by W.M. Stevens, “Fields and streams. Language 
and practice of arithmetic and geometry in early medieval schools,” in Word, Image, Number. 
Communication in the Middle Ages, eds. John J. Contreni, Santa Casciani (Firenze : SISMEL, Ed. 
del Galluzzo, 2002), p. 113-204; “Addo et subtraho. Medieval glosses to modem lexicography,” 
in Inquirens subtilia diversa. Dietrich Lohrmann zum 65. Geburtstag (Aachen : Shaker Verlag, 
2002), p. 237-259; and “ Circulus, triangulus, epidonicus. Geometrical difficulties with Latin lexi­
cography, ” in Daimonopylai. Essays in Classics and the classical tradition, presented to Edmund
G. Berry, eds. Rory B. Egan, Marc A. Joy al (Winnipeg: University of Manitoba Centre for Hellenic 
Civilization, 2004), p. 397-426.
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a change in the Oxford Latin Dictionary (1968-1982), for which Glare 
(1893-1980)8 said that in context facio could mean
“to amount to (by addition, multiplication etc.), make ;
to make up the number of, compose (a specified total). ”
He noticed furthermore that with a reflexive pronoun facio could express the 
action of squaring a number : “ (math.) in se f acere, to square, ” providing the 
numerical example from Nipsus : facio XIII in se; fit CLXVIIII. This is equiva­
lent with one meaning of quadro, quadrare. Nipsus (s.ii) had been cited earlier 
as a source by many dictionaries of classical Latin but never before with this 
usage of facio.
Bernhard Bischoff (1906-1991) had a similar effect on various teams of 
scholars in Munich who were building up their files either for the Thesaurus 
Linguae Latinae of classical Latin or for the Mittellateinisches Wörterbuch.9 
For users of the Thesaurus, facio itself had been allowed no meaning remotely 
mathematical, and fio was mentioned only as a passive form without defini­
tion. On the other hand, with a new editorial committee, a word like peragere 
could now mean not only “ notione exsequendi, perpetranti! vel agendi, curandi, 
administrandi, fungendi,” but also “ iter, cursum siderum, temporum.” There 
are many such examples of contrast between the treatments of earlier and later 
lemmata in both lexica.
For medieval Latin, a pattern was set by the great Charles du Fresne, Sieur 
Du Cange (1610-1688), who himself used these verbs facio and fio in many 
ways in the seventeenth century to express the meanings of other Latin terms but 
neglected to include them as lemmata in his Glossarium ad Scriptores mediae et 
infimae latinitatis, published at Paris (1678). In order to make up for its hurried 
publication and printing errors, Du Cange not only included several Corrigenda 
in each of three volumes but also prepared an Appendix during the next ten 
years which was printed in the year of his death (1688), as the thirteenth but
8 Professor Glare contributed since 1950 and became editor-in-chief in 1954, establishing the 
principles that each source would be newly read and that secondary citations would not be consi­
dered dependable without verification. The first fascicle of the Oxford Latin Dictionary appeared in 
1968.
9 Fascicles of the Thesaurus for letter N were not published ; those for letter O appeared irregu­
larly. Fascicles for letter P seem to have been interrupted with XJ1, xv (pius-plenarius) and resumed 
with X/2, i (porta-possum) ; Fascicle X/2, xv (protego-pubertas) has now appeared. -  Likewise, 
publication of the Wörterbuch, Part I (1967) for letters A and B and Part II (1968-1976) for letter C, 
lapsed with the term comprovincialis. More recently it has completed letter C and D, fascicles which 
were overseen by Professor B ischoff until his death in 1991, and has progressed to III/10 (evito- 
eximius), under direction of Professors Otto Prinz , Helmut Gneuss, Peter D inter, Heinz A ntoni, 
and Johannes Staub.
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unnumbered part of the large collection of his works.10 The Appendix added or 
corrected citations of sources but usually without further explication of terms. 
There were only a few new lemmata or new meanings.11 Glossarium latinitatis, 
Corrigenda, and Appendix omitted facio and fio entirely.
New lexicographers of the lingua media et infima however supplied facio 
and fio , as well as other lacunae. Especially important was the work of Maur 
d’Antine (1688-1746), Nicolas Toustain (1686-1731 or 1741 ?), Charles-François 
Toustain (1700-1754), Pierre Carpentier (1697-1767), and Johann Christian 
Adelung (1732-1806).12 Their contributions were taken up and adapted in the 
Glossarium by G.A. Louis Henschel (1806-1852) which was published during 
1840-1850 in seven volumes.13 Henschel acknowledged the basis of his work 
in that of Du Cange, as also in the work of the Maurists, especially Carpentier 
and Adelung.14 Henschel’s work was reprinted several times without revision 
but especially at Niort in France, edited by Leopold Favre who added his own 
supplement to medieval Latin, along with Du Cange’s essays on numismatics 
and on Constantinople in ten volumes (1883-1887). But the Appendix ad Glos­
sarium latinitatis or the "Index seu nomenclátor scriptorum,” including “ Index 
auctorum” and "Diplomata et veteres tabulae”, in which Du Cange identified 
many of his sources, were not included. It is Louis Henschel’s work reissued by 
Favre which today is commonly but mistakenly cited as “ Du Cange. ” 15
10 Appendix ad Glossarium mediae et infimae latinitatis auctore Carolo du Fresne, domino Du 
Cange, published together with his posthumous Glossarium ad scriptores mediae et infimae graeci- 
tatis (Lyons, apud Anissonios, 1688), from which the volume takes its title.
11 New lemmata in Du Cange’s Appendix (1688) which should have mathematical or scientific 
interest are divisio, liber, mediocris, nundinae, ostentum, polyformis, stationarius. New or variant 
meanings were added for adversus, aetas, apex, arcus, crementum, creo, cursus publicus, hiems, 
locus, pes. None of these words was given a mathematical or scientific meaning by the Corrigenda 
or the Appendix.
12 For information about Du Cange and the brothers Toustain, I am grateful for the assistance of 
Mme Jacqueline Labaste, Bibliothèque Mazarine, Paris.
13 There were many other contributors at each stage of development. Note also the subsequent 
work of Lorenz D iefenbach (1806-1883) and Georg Götz or Goetz (1849-1932).
14 It should be noticed however that none of them seem to have known Du Cange’s Appendix 
(1688), with the exception of Pierre Carpentier, Glossarium novum (1766). Du Cange’s Glos­
sarium mediae et infimae latinitatis with Corrigenda and Appendix were integrated in the edition 
published in two volumes at Frankfurt-am-Main (1710). They were published together but without 
integration at Lyons (1879-1881), without change. The Frankfurt edition includes a few additional 
definitions and citations ; it is available on the Internet at http ://www.Camena/Thesaurus/Vocabula.
15 There is also another lexicographical tradition which reached a summary in the work of 
Samuel Pitiscus (1637-1727), Lexicon Latino-Belgicum Novum (n.d. perhaps 1704 ; rpr. Amsterdam : 
Joannes Van Braam et alii, 1738). This was important for readers in the Rheinland, Belgium and the 
Netherlands. Unfortunately, this was not acknowledged by the editor of the Thesaurus linguae scrip- 
torum operumque Latino-Belgicorum MediiAevi (Bruxelles : Académie royale de Belgique, 1986 et 
seq.), or by the editors of Lexicon latinitatis Nederlandicae Medii Aevi (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1977 et 
seq.).
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Despite their improvements of Latin lexicography, the Cangists did not 
acknowledge that the verb facio, facere "to make, do, cause, or produce” was 
commonly used in medieval Latin to make 1 + 1 = 2, or 3 x 2 = 6, or 132 = 169. 
This lack of numerate meanings continued with the works of Maigne, Souter, 
Blaise, Niermeyer, the Lexicon latinitatis Iugoslaviae, the Lexicon Italicae lati- 
nitatis, the British Sources, and the Lexicon latinitatis Nederlandicae. While 
mathematical functions were designated for certain other words by British 
Sources, its many meanings and applications of facio omitted mathematical 
functions completely, even for the meaning, “ add up to, make” ; its usage of 
facio “ to amount to” was indicated only as “ weight”. Nederland specifies for 
facio the meanings, “ efficere, esse in arithmetica, ” but its expression of this 
meaning in Dutch was more general : “ uitmaken, vormen, zijn” ; the Dutch zijn 
is not qualified by reference to number. Although that is a work which often 
provides full citation of texts, facio was provided with no arithmetical examples 
of “esse in arithmetica” by the Lexicon latinitatis Nederlandicae.
In the numerous lexicons and glossaries of medieval Latin, the various uses of 
the word facio were gradually increased to include “ to do, perform, produce, ” 
“ to form, trade, cause, bring about,” “ passer un temps, demeurer, vivre, amener 
une action, ” and so forth. Nevertheless, one could and did satisfy these defini­
tions by adding an amount of sugar to one’s tea or by increasing the list of jobs 
to be done today. None suggested, much less stated or clarified, an arithmetic 
function of facio for manipulation of numbers.
Fascicle IV (1989) of British Sources defined facere and fieri “ to constitute, 
come together as ; to amount to (weight), add up to, make ; to work, be effec­
tive.” One might have supposed that both “ to amount to (weight)” and “ add 
up to, make” would include arithmetic; but nothing had been said about arith­
metical functions or expressions in either case, and the many exempla provided 
nothing numerical. The effect of David R. Howlett as editor-in-chief (1989 
et seq.) has been to include mathematical and scientific meanings of Latin 
terms more often. He joined the editorial staff in 1979 and was ackowledged 
as co-editor with founding editor Ronald E. Latham in Fascicle III (1986) for 
letters D-E. Fascicle IV (1989) for F-G-H was already in press,16 and there was 
a delay of eight years before Fascicle V (1997) appeared for words commencing 
with letters I  to L. One may see greater recognition of mathematical meaning of 
words especially with letter L. For example, laterculus was recognised not only 
as parvus later “ small brick, tile” but also with the meaning “ number, calcula-
16 Dictionary o f Medieval Latin from British Sources (London : The British Academy), Fascicle 
IV, ed. D R. Howlett, with Avril H. Powell, Richard Sharpe, P.R. Staniforth. There has been 
a delay following publication of letters N  and 0 , due to lack of funds ; but with support of the 
David Packard Foundation and renewal of funding by the British Academy, British Sources is again 
publishing its fascicles regularly.
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tion, reckoning. ” 17 In Fascicle VI (2001) for letter M, not only was the term 
mensa defined as “ table; altar; feast, meal, allowance of food, board,” along 
with the practice of many earlier lexicographers, but also its specific meaning of 
medieval usage as “ abacus, calculating table” was now recognised. Examples 
of the contrast between early exclusion of mathematical and scientific mean­
ings and their later inclusion in lemmata of British Sources are quite numerous. 
This phenomenon extends to most Latin words of geometry and surveying. A 
close inspection of the language of geometry in most dictionaries, lexicons, and 
glossaries of Latin usages will reveal that same early tendency, if not determi­
nation, of lexicographers for three centuries to omit mathematical and scien­
tific meanings and uses of Latin words but more recently a willingness of their 
later colleagues more recently to include them -  meanings and uses which their 
sources had always made clear in Latin writings of all periods of the language.
For this study, seven dictionaries of classical Latin and sixteen lexicons of 
medieval Latin were consulted. Abbreviations will be used to cite each one of 
them, thus :
Abbreviations
D i c t i o n a r i e s  o f  C l a s s ic a l  L a t i n
Freund1 (1834-1845) : Wörterbuch der lateinischen Sprache, von Wilhelm 
Freund, 4 vols.
Freund2 (1844-1845) : Gesammtwörterbuch der lateinischen Sprache zum Schul 
-  und Privat-Gebrauch, von Wilhelm Freund, 2 vols.
L & S (1879): A Latin Dictionary, revised by Charlton T. Lewis and Charles 
Short.
Cassell2 (1886) : Cassell’s Latin Dictionary, second ed. by J.R.V. Marchant.
Cassell4 (1959) : Cassell’s New Latin Dictionary, fourth ed. by D P. Simpson.
Oxford (1968-1982): The Oxford Latin Dictionary, edited by P.G.W. Glare et 
alii.
Thesaurus (1900 et seq.) : Thesaurus linguae Latinae, letters A to P [pubertas], 
edited by authority of many academies.
17 Souter (1949) was the first to include the meaning of “ counting-board” which Blaise1 
(1954) took as “ tableau où sont disposés les mois, les années” (sources : “ auteurs chrétiens”). This 
meaning was expressed a few years later by Niermeyer more specifically as “ table du cycle pascal. ” 
However Blaise1 also attributed “ calcul” to early Christians, and NvGloss (1957) reported “ mesure 
de superficie ”. Later (1967), Blaise2 found no example of laterculus as calculation in wider sources 
(“ auteurs du Moyen Age”).
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L e x i c o n s  o f  M e d i e v a l  L a t i n
Du Cange1 (1678) : Glossarium ad Scriptores mediae et infimae latinitati, 
auctore Carolo du Fresne domino Du Cange.
Du Cange2 (1688): Appendix ad Glossarium mediae et infimae latinitatis, 
auctore Carolo du Fresne Domino Du Cange, volume II, part 13.
Henschel (1840-1850) : Glossarium mediae et infimae latinitatis, by G.A.L. Hen- 
schel.
Maigne (1866) : Lexicon manuale ad scriptores mediae et infimae latinitatis, par 
W.H. Maigne d’Amis.
Souter (1949, 2ed 1957) : A Glossary o f Later Latin to 600 A.D., compiled by 
Alexander Souter.
Blaise1 (1954): Dictionnaire latin-français des auteurs chrétiens, par Albert 
Blaise, revu spécialement pour le vocabulaire théologique par Henri Chirat. 
Biaise2 (1967) : Dictionnaire latin-français des auteurs du moyen-âge, par Albert 
Biaise.
Niermeyer1 (1954-1964) : Mediae latinitatis lexicon minus, lettres A-V [vaccari- 
cius], par Jan Frederik Niermeyer ; lettres V-Z, par C. Van der Kleist. 
Niermeyer2 (2002) : revised by J.W.J. Burgers, with addition of German transla­
tion and new sources for feudal and legal activities.
NvGloss (1957-2005) : Novum Glossarium mediae latinitatis, letters L to P 
[pingo], edited by Franz Blatt et alii, now by François Dolbeau.
Wörterbuch (1959-2007) : Mittellateinisches Wörterbuch, letters A to E  [eximius], 
edited by Paul Lehmann, Johannes Stroux, Bernhard Bischoff, Otto Prinz, 
Helmut Gneuß et alii.
Jugoslav (1973-1978): Lexicon latinitatis medii aevi Iugoslaviae, redactionis 
praeses Marko Kostrenicic.
Nederland (1970-2005) : Lexicon latinitatis Nederlandicae, composuerunt 
Johannes W. Fuchs, Olga Weijers, Marijke Gumbert-Hepp.
British (1975-2006) : Dictionary o f Medieval Latin from British Sources, letters 
A to P [phi], prepared by R.E. Latham, David R. Howlett.
Italica1 (1939-1964): Latinitatis Italicae Medii Aevi inde ab a.CDLXXVI usque 
ad a.MXXII Lexicon, a cura F. Arnaldi, P. Smiraglia et alii ; repr. 2001.
Italica2 (1965-1997) : Latinitatis Italicae Medii Aevi Lexicon, Editio altera, A-Q 
[quur], a cura F. Arnaldi, P. Smiraglia et alii ; repr. 2001.
Continuations and improvements of those lexicons in progress are quite 
obvious and datable. But revisions and corrections of earlier published fascicles 
for any of these classical dictionaries and medieval lexicons would be a new 
and major undertaking and perhaps untimely until each has been completed. For 
the meanings and uses of some terms of arithmetic and geometry in classical 
and medieval Latin lexicography, we may notice some oddities and offer a few 
suggestions.
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I. Arithmetic
Twenty-two terms found commonly in both classical and medieval Latin 
texts have been discussed by this author in previous publications :18 verbs addo, 
colligo, computo, divido, fació, habeo, medio and medior, multiplico, numero, 
partió, produco, quadro, subtraho, sumo and summo, supputo ; and substantives 
abacus, ablatio, augmentum, calculus, computus, pars, and supputatio. Adjec­
tival and adverbial forms are included there, also. More recently, we have been 
able gradually to include more of the important dictionaries and lexicons in 
this study, as well as to locate a few of their fascicles which had not previously 
been available to us. The further citations have upheld our previous conclusions 
about each term. Nevertheless, the following additional lemmata should also be 
considered.
In arithmetical texts the synomyms, medio and partió, are found quite often 
and require that medio is an operation, either for division of numbers into lesser 
integers and fractions or for the geometrical division of lines, spaces, or angles.19 
Neither Freund nor Lewis & Short were entirely clear about this, but they knew 
that the verb meant "to halve any amount, divide in the middle,” a notion 
lacking in Thesaurus, the two Cassells, and Oxford. In fact, both forms of the 
verb medio and medior are missing from the Cassells and the Oxford Dictionary. 
For medieval Latin, Henschel and Niermeyer also understand that the verb 
means "to halve any amount, divide in the middle,” though such mathematical 
signification cannot be found in Du Cange, Maigne d’Amis, Blaise, or Lexicon 
Iugoslaviae. "Being in the middle” or "being at the centre” were also found by 
the Thesaurus, as well as by Henschel, Souter, Niermeyer, Novum Glossarium, 
Iugoslav, Nederland, British Sources, Italica, often implying mediation between 
two parties. Thus, medietas and mediatim occurred in most of the works being 
considered here, though without any suggestion of the function either of a middle 
term in numeric series or of the centre in a geometric figure.
medio -are, m edior -ari
Freund1 [medius] halbim, mitten von einander theilen.
Freund2 Ditto + halb sein.
L & S [medius] to halve, divide in the middle.
Cassell2 Nil.
Cassell4 Nil.
Thesaurus In dimidio spatii temporis esse ; in medio esse ; intercedere coniungendi
causa ; notione arbitrii (praesertim in conventibus mediantis auspicio
18 W.M. Stevens, “ Fields and streams” (2000), p. 116-128 ; and especially “Addo et subtraho” 
(2002), p. 237-259. Both were cited in note 7, above.
19 For medio (divide lines, spaces, angles in the middle), see also W.M. Stevens, “Addo et 
subtraho” (op. cit., note 7), p. 247.
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effectis) ; dimidiare in monogrammate Christi, dimidium assequi, inter­
rúmpete ; interponete, conciliare.
Oxford Nil. Vide medietas.
Du Cange1 Nil.
Du Cange2 N/A. Mediocris, qui nec summi, nec infimi ordinis est.
Henschel N/A. To divide land, divide in half, separate, cut in half ; to mediate in
council. Vide m edietas -  la moitié.
Maigne N/A. Per medium dividere -  partager par le milieu ; dividere, separare
-  diviser, séparer, disjoindre ; inter duo loca positum esse -  être situé, 
placé entre deux points. Vide m edia tim  -  ex dimidia parte.
S outer [medio(r)] to be in the middle of a period of time, of a place ; intervene ;
attain half ; mediate, arbitrate.
Blaise1 Partager en deux ; procurer en servant d’intermédiaire ; être en son milieu,
à moitié; être au milieu, se trouver entre, faire obstacle; s’interposer, 
intercéder, s’ajouter, se mettre entre ; servir d’intermédiaire.
Biaise2 N/A. Parcourir à moitié ; s’interposer, servir d’intermédiaire, arranger une
affaire. Vide mediatim .
Niermeyer1 *Couper par moitié; parcourir à mi-chemin; être au milieu d’un laps de
temps ; *s’interposer, aider en s’interposant, intercéder, servir d’intermé­
diaire, de médiateur; négocier, effectuer par médiation ; exempla. 
Niermeyer2 Ditto.
NvGloss N/A. Diviser par le milieu, partager ; placer au milieu.
Iugoslav N/A. Intercedere, intervenire ; coniungere -  posredovati ; spajati.
British To be situated in the middle of a space ; to exist at or arrive at the middle
of a period of time, to occur meanwhile ; to exist between ; to be inter­
mediate ; to mediate, intervene, act as go-between ; to put space between, 
separate ; to divide, halve ; to distinguish.
Nederland In het midden zijn, ertussen zijn -  medium esse inter duo puncta, duo
instantia, extrema ; (temp.) ertussen zijn -  intervenire ; op de helft zijn
-  ex dimidia parte praeterisse ; ertussen zijn, een verbinding vormen -  
intervenire, intercedere ; bemiddelen (tussen partijen) -  conciliare, arbiter 
esse ; (trans.) halveren -  dimidiare, in duas partes dissecare ; tot de helft 
brengen, half voltooien -  ita conficere ut semiperfectum sit ; beslechten, 
regelen -  componere ; exempla varia et numerosa.
Italica1 N/A. Ad medietatem pervenire ; rem tractare non ut iudex, sed ut interme-
dius et sequester.
Italica2 Nil.
Mathematical meanings of partió, partire were lacking in classical diction­
aries until Thesaurus included them as usu technico : they were used in arte 
rhetorica et dialéctica but also in arte computandi with many exempla in two 
sections. The second is introduced by the comment that numerus dividendus in 
some contexts may be subintelligendus. Nevertheless, the citations from compu­
t is t i  as well as texts gromatic are certainly intelligent and intelligible. Amongst 
over 40 columns devoted to the word pars, it is also interesting to find very 
many categories to explain the variety of usages for that word with integers and
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fractions, addition and subtraction, multiplication and division, and many more 
examples. We see the results of work by two quite different lexicographers, iden­
tified only as Tessmer for pars and van Leijenhorst for pardo et partior. Oxford 
defined partió not only "to share, distribute, divide out, apportion” but also "to 
divide arithmetically. ”
Though the specific meaning of partió for arithmetical operations is often 
found in medieval Latin texts,20 it will not be found in any lexicon of medieval 
Latin, other than Blaise1 "partager, diviser (en parlant d ’une division math.).” 
NvGloss was satisfied with partió -  "diviser par moitié,” but added an unusual 
notice of its meaning in astronomy, heretofore remarked only for partilis and 
partiliter.
partió  -iref partior -iri
Freund1 N/A. \pars\ theilen, zertheilen, eintheilen.
Freund2 N/A. [pars] theilen, abtheilen.
L & S N/A. [partió] to share, part ; to divide, distribute ; to cause to share, agree
among themselves.
Cassell2 N/A. To divide, subdivide ; to distribute, share. Vide p a rtitu s , partite.
Cassell4 Ditto + to share out.
Thesaurus [pars] dividere, distribuere; (comp.) numerus dividendus, hie illic e
contextu subintellegendus ; dividuntur vel disponuntur ; quaecumque 
lineis, limitibus distinguuntur.
Oxford [pars] to share, distribute, divide out, apportion ; to divide arithmetically.
Du Cange1 Nil.
Du Cange2 Nil.
Henschel N/A. [partire, p artiri, a. 1294] ; partió  (subst.) -  portio, pars..
Maigne Portio, pars.
Souter N/A. Divide in two ; part of speech.
Blaise1 Partager, diviser (en pari, d’une division math.) ; diviser en deux.
Biaise2 N/A. Divorcer ; exempla varia. Vide particu lo .
Niermeyer1 Nil.
Niermeyer2 Nil.
NvGloss Partager, diviser, faire des parts ; diviser par moitié ; (astron.) répartir (à
propos du zodiaque) ; séparer.
Jugoslav Partido, divisio -  dioba.
Nederland N/A. [partitio, a. 1480]
Italica1 N/A. Pars.
Italica2 Nil.
20 For example Augustinus (A.D.354-430), Sermones 252; and Honorius Augustodunensis 
(ca. A.D. 1080-1137), De imagine mundi ii, 7. For the various lexicographical attempts to define 
pars in both mathematical and non-mathematical ways, and their anachronisms, see W.M. Stevens, 
“ Field and Streams” (op. cit., note 7), p. 120-123 and 135.
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Of the classical dictionaries, only the Thesaurus specifies that divido can be 










N/A. Von einander theilen, zertheilen, eintheilen ; trennen, sondern.
N/A. Ditto + entfernen, unterscheiden.
N/A. to force asunder, part, separate, divide into parts; to distribute, 
apportion ; to part from, remove from.
N/A. To divide up, separate into parts ; to distribute, allot among persons ; 
to separate two wholes from one another.
Ditto.
Rei solidae partes facere, plures res cohaerentes disiungere; de divi­
sione, quae non actione fit, sed mente, cogitatione; arte mathematica, 
computatione ; ratiocinatione, arte logica dividere notiones, in narrando, 
scribendo, recitando.
N/A. [dis -  + vido] to separate (physically) into two or more parts, divide, 
cleave, split ; of a boundary, barrier, intervening space.
The same neglect is found in medieval lexicons until one opens the Wörter­
buch or British Sources. The latter provided the meaning for dividere not only “ to 
divide (into parts)” but also to divide mathematically between “ factor and divi­
dend,” citing Alcuin and others.21 Mittellateinisches Wörterbuch III/6 (2002) is 
more fulsome about mathematical uses of this verb with “ dividere -  dividieren, ” 
providing many examples which also include uses as “ subtrahere -  abziehen, 
verringern. ” It further defines dividens as “ (math.) divisor -  Teiler” ; dividendus 
as “ (math.) numerus (altero numero) partiendus -  Dividend, zu teilende Zahl” ; 






Testamento disponere; divisa  -  terrae portio, sic dicta, quod sit suis 
limitibus divisa, definita, vel quod per devisara, seu testamentum, relicta 
sit, partió haereditaria ; divisae -  fines, limites, metae locorum & prae- 
diorum.
Nil. Vide divisio -  in fine ; congiarium.
Ditto Du Cange1.
N/A. Dicere, statuere ; discedere ; testamento disponere ; divortium facere, 
se séparer.
21 Alcuinus, Epistola 113 (A.D.796): “ Si septem in duo divideris [sic], id est in iii et in iiii” ; 
Thurkill (fl.A.D. 1115), Abacus 60: “ in sim plici... divisione divisuro posilo caractère ...” ; Adelard 
of Bath (ñ.A.D.1120), Libri ysagogarum Alchorismi in artem astronomicam I, p. 20: “ ponatur talis 
numerus super primam dividends qui per ultimam ejusdem demat ultimam vel ultimas dividendi ” ; 
idem, De eodem et diverso 24 : “ [numerum] pariter imparem intelligens qui primo loco quidem in 
equa dividitur, dividentia vero mox indivisibilia reperiuntur” (written by Adelard about A.D. 1109).
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Souter D ividuus  -  of division ; half ; dividens -  transformation (of a ratio) divi­
dendo.
Blaise1 Diviser, partager ; (math.) divido centum quinquaginta in tria; (logique)
séparer, distinguer, partager (des notions) ; écarter ; séparer, diviser, faire 
la séparation entre deux pays (en pari, d’un fleuve) ; faire des distinctions 
subtiles ; se séparer, quitter ; partir.
Biaise2 N/A. Se disperser (moral.) ; distribuer par testament.
Niermeyer1 N/A. Distribuer par testament.
Niermeyer2 Ditto.
Wörterbuch Partire, (dif)findere -  teilen, spalten, zerlegen ; (math.) dividieren :
exempla; subtrahere -  abziehen, verringern: exempla; (geom.) secare
-  schneiden : exempla ; (mus.) pausam facere -  eine Pause machen, unter­
brechen ; de fractione modi ; (natur.) digerere -  zersetzen, zerkleinern ; 
distinguere, discemere -  unterscheiden, einen Unterschied machen 
(zwischen); d iv id e n s: (math.) divisor -  Teiler; d iv id en d u s: (math.) 
numerus (altero numero) partiendus -  Dividend, zu teilende Zahl ; pars, 
differentia (numeri partiendi) -  Teildividend, Ziffemstelle (des Divi­
denden).
Iugoslav N/A. [divisio] (subst.f.) discidium, discordia -  razdor, razmirica ; dispersio
-  razilazenje ; d ivisim  (adv.) separatim, seiunctim -  napose, odvojeno.
British To cut or break into pieces, cut through ; to disrupt, to divide (into parts) ;
to divide (math.) (factor and dividend); to split into smaller groups ; 
exempla varia.
Nederland N/A. [a. 1488]
Italica1 De alimentis, dissecare ; de corporis partibus, diffindere ; de media nocte ;
exempla varia.
Italica2 Porrigere, de eucharistia ; separare, fere delere, separatim attribuere ; de
finibus sive limitibus.
For the adjective aequalis, Thesaurus noticed the meanings de numero or de 
magnitudine, but only Oxford explained those senses as “ equal in magnitude” 
or “ identical in amount.” Wörterbuch spoke generally of “ (math.): mensura,” 
with exempla pentagonus and rectus angulus, though without indicating how 
one might measure an angle; it considered “ de area” without explanation, and 
for computado it offered only “ communis -  gewöhnlich.” Nevertheless, for 
arithmetical usages Wörterbuch indicated also that the word was found “ de 
quantitate, numero, pondere” and “ de tempore, de horis,” though no meanings 
were given or sources cited. With regard to tempus, Italica1 could add “horas 
aequales, ” as aequinoctiales. These citations do not offer the reader much assist­
ance for interpreting texts which use the term aequalis. But the other diction­
aries and lexicons neglect such possible use altogether. One might expect that 
those four at least would define the term numerus aequalis, but the phrase is 
absent from all dictionaries and lexicons except British Sources which assumes
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“ even number,” within its definition of numerus inaequalis “ odd number,” 
citing Adelard of Bath.22
Incidentally, aequator for Freund was the circulus aequinoctialis. But in all 
other dictionaries of Latin it was either omitted or became a person (subst.m.) : 
“aequator -  one who equalises,” for Oxford and Wörterbuch.23 Alexander 
Souter’s limited intention was to provide meanings of Latin words and phrases 
which had not been included in other dictionaries and lexicons for the period 
of A.D. 180 to 600; it is interesting that he found aequator as “ an assayer, mint 
warden. ”
Aera or hera could mean “ die Aera, die Epoche ” for Freund but also “ (Math.) 
die gegebene Zahl, nach welcher eine Berechnung angestellt werden soll, ” or 
“Zeitrechnung.” L & S agreed with Freund, but the Cassells or Oxford did not. 
Thesaurus said vaguely numerus or annus certi ordinis. Lexicons of medieval 
Latin repeated each other with “ supputatio, numerus, computus, ” thinking of 
enumeration of years but not of the numerals or of the reckoning itself which the 
numerals enable.
The mensor or agri mensor was a primary user of these arithmetical skills 
of mensura, identified by Freund, L & S, and Oxford, and for which Thesaurus 
provided the Greek equivalent “ geometres.” Du Cange, Henschel, Maigre, 
Iugoslav, British, Nederland, and Italica were silent, while Souter, Blaise1, and 
Niermeyer knew these simple and common terms as “ Land surveyor.” But 
Wörterbuch accepted mensor as “ Geometres”. It is also hard to see why Albert 
Blaise would explain agrimensor “ arpenteur public, juge ou avoué dans les 
questions de terrain” from early Christian texts but not from the broader range 
of medieval writings.
Surveyors would measure altitudo, latitudo, and longitudo, of course, for 
measurements of size of buildings and area of properties. Yet, the altitudo of a 
building does not appear in any dictionary or lexicon. Rather, for classical Latin 
“ die Höhe ; die Tiefe” are explained in terms of “Tiefe der Seele,” that is, ideas 
of loftiness, sublimity, depth, or secrecy. The words of Thesaurus, ex notione 
mensurae and de mensura, are all figurative or metonymous examples and none 
refer to the norma or regula used for measurements by a mensor. On the other 
hand, Oxford offers a much better account of the term altitudo by giving its first 
sense of “ extension upwards,” then applying extension to a “ third dimension,
22 Euclid, Elements I <4.>, “ Si inequalibus equalis addas, tota quoque fient inequalia,” ed.
H.L.L. Busard, The First Latin translation o f Euclid's Elements commonly ascribed to Adelard o f 
Bath, Books I-VIII and Books X.36-XV.2 (Toronto : Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1983), 
p. 33. It is now known that the text called “Adelard II” is an incomplete version of the first six books 
of the Elements and is the likely product of Adelard of Bath, whereas the text called “Adelard I ” is 
a later, enlarged version.
23 The astronomical usage in Wörterbuch: “ circulas aequinoctialis -  (Himmels-)Äquator,” is 
cited from Albertus Magnus, outside of our period. As noted above, Italica1 knew aequinoctiales de 
tempore as “ horas aequales,” but not as an astronomical circle nor as a usage of aequalis.
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height, depth, thickness ; highness of position, level of water, height above the 
earth. ” With this quantitative understanding, it makes sense to apply altitudo 
more broadly to “ depth, lowness ; elevation of style, of soul, of mind.”
Du Cange knew altitudo only as “Titulus honorarias regum. ” Unfortu­
nately, he was followed by Henschel, Maigne, Blaise, Jugoslav with this exclu­
sive usage. Souter and Niermeyer did not know the term at all, whereas Italica 
found it de profunditate matricis, though without citation of a source. British 
Sources explains altitudo as height in the sense of “ (astron.) altitude,” as well 
as “ exalted rank or status.” On the other hand, not excluding “ sublimitas, 
dignitas” or “profunditas -  Tiefe,” Wörterbuch emphasised mathematical and 
astronomical uses of the word; thus “ excelsitas -  Höhe: strictius de mensura 
(astron. geom.)” ; “ de tertia dimensione” ; “ figurae planae profunditate” ; “de 
computatione i.q. summa -  Ergebnis, ” -  with many and diverse examples from 
writers in the early middle ages.
Definitions of altus in classical dictionaries always include measure of extent, 
as well as position above or below ; but such meanings are lacking according 
to the lexicons of medieval Latin. An exception is British Sources “high, tall, 
extending upwards ; (subst.n.) height ; deep, profound, ” though it does not give 
exempla which require measure of extent.
Freund recognised ambitus not only in general as “ umgehen um etwas, 
Umlauf” but also as “ Umkreis, Kreis, Rand, Umfang. ” The latter meanings were 
included by Lewis & Short, to which the Cassels and Oxford added “ stellarum 
rotundi ambitus. ” Those who turn to the Thesaurus will find that gromatici used 
the term ambitus for their work somehow, but there will be no other mathemat­
ical or astronomical applications in that lexicon.
Du Cange did not know the term ambitus, though he used the phrase in ambitu 
without definition. Henschel and the Cangists, Maigne, Blaise, Niermeyer, 
Jugoslav, Nederland, British, and Italica added its use as “ circuitus; spatium; 
gloria,” and more specifically Blaise2 “ pourtour, enceinte (de chateau, d’abbaye, 
de ville).” In this sense, British Sources expanded the meaning of ambitus 
as “ compass, circumference, extent” to include “ region, neighbourhood.” 
Henschel added “ semipedis ” as a meaning of ambitus, without explanation, but 
Maigne found the reference as “ inter vicinorum aedificia, locus duorum pedum 
et semis. ” Uniquely, British Sources found ambitus used as a cycle or period 
of time, but did not cite the source text. For medieval Latin, Souter had noticed 
that ambitor meant “ circular,” but that could mean rhetorical circumlocution, 
as most dictionaries had noted. At last, Wörterbuch has explained that ambitus 
means not only actus ambiendi as “ circumgressus” but also “ cum sensu rota- 
tionis” ; and that circuitus, circulus, orbis, sinus were specific to astronomy 
“ tredecies zodiaci ambitum lustrat luna” ; to medicine “ amplitude -  Weite” ; 
and to mathematics “ circumferentia -  Umfang. ” Wörterbuch offers many exam­
ples of these meanings in early medieval Latin texts which had been overlooked
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by all other lexicographers. Notice further that the phrase celi ambitus was 
defined by Nederland as “hemelgewelf -  caeli convexa,” but without explana­
tion or source.
Although students of Roman astrology have often said that amicus was an 
active term in that genre,24 the sources are scarce if they exist at all before an 
influx of Arabic texts translated into Latin during the mid- and late twelfth to 
fourteenth century. Freund noted the words of Horace : sidus am icum 25 but with 
nautical rather than astrological emphasis. Neither word, sidus or amicum, was 
found in their sources by other classical or medieval lexicographers to be used 
with astrological meanings.
The Greek term àpcpÎKupxoç was transliterated into Latin, amphicyrtos, and 
defined by Thesaurus: "luna procédons figuram monstrat amficyrti utrimque 
prominentibus gibbis, ” but not by any other classical dictionary. In absence of 
this Greek and Latin astronomical term from both L & S and Oxford, Souter 
provided its English equivalent “ gibbous,” and British Sources defined it for 
medieval Latin : “ (of the moon) showing a double curve, i.e. almost full. ” Other 
lexicons of medieval Latin were satisfied that it was a term from the thirteenth 
century or later.26
Articulator is not a lemma in any classical or medieval Latin dictionary, 
although it was used several times in the first half of the ninth century in a work 
often cited by lexicographers of medieval Latin : the Manual of advice for her 
son written by Dhuoda, wife of William.27 But it is cited to illustrate the mathe­
matical meaning of computo by Wörterbuch. The suffix -or appears in many 
diverse Latin terms, as for example gladiator, lector, lictor, and was commonly
24 For example, Charles Burnett, “Arabic and Latin astrology compared in the twelfth 
century : Firmicus, Adelard of Bath and ‘Doctor Elmirethi’ ( ‘Aristoteles Milesius’),” and David 
Juste, “ Neither observation nor astronomical tables : an alternative way of computing the planetary 
longitudes in the Early Western Middle Ages, ” in Studies in the History o f the Exact Sciences in 
honour of David Pingree, ed. C. Burnett, et alii (Leiden: Brill, 2004), p. 181-222.
25 The text upon which Freund2 depended for his addition of “ sidus amicum” was identified 
only as Horatius ; probably meant was Horatii Epodon 10, line 9: “ nec sidus atra nocte amicum 
adpareat” : ed. Fridericus Klingner (Leipzig: B.C. Teubner, 1939).
26 For example British Sources : Peter de Blois (A.D.l 140/1145-1212) in an early Epistola 8: 
“ sicut in astrologia Martiani luna cum accedit ad circulum dicitur amphicyrtos...,” ; Gervase of 
Tilbury (ca. 1152-post 1220), Otia imperialia 1.6: “ luna in neomenia dicitur neonides, in majori 
incremento diaconios in circuii perfectione amphikyrtos in plenilunio pansilenos ” (probably written 
before A.D. 1211). Wörterbuch defined the word as “ de statu lunae i.q. utroque curvatus -  nach 
beiden Seiten hin gekrümmt, ” but could cite only Albertus Magnus, Summa de creaturis I 3, 7, 2, 
and other mentions from the same work (written A.D. 1243-1245).
27 I am grateful to John Contreni (Purdue University) for calling my attention to this word 
which he noticed in Liber manualis Dhuodane quern ad filium suum transmisit Wilhelmum, Dhuoda, 
Manuel pour mon fils, ed. Pierre Riché, trans. Bernard de Vregille et Claude Mondésert (Sources 
chrétiennes 225 bis; Paris: Éd du Cerf, 1975) VI, 4, 36: “ Septies LXX, dicit articulator, CCCCXC 
sunt” ; and VI, 4, 47 -  49 : “Nam articulatores peritissimorum usque XC novem in sinistram partem 
computantur nodis. ”
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used for experts in the sciences, such as calculator, computator, doctor, mensor, 
and so on.
Articulus was defined by Thesaurus "de mundo sensu mathematico cardinis 
punctum.” It included other meanings, De corpore: iunctura membrorum, 
"membra, praecipue minora, partícula digiti et pedis,” as noted by other clas­
sical dictionaries; but it also added "technice apud agrimensores.” No other 
classical dictionary gave such mathematical or technical usages for engineers. 
Lexicons of medieval Latin fall into a similar pattern. Du Cange and Henschel 
knew the word only in one phrase, " Super artículos manus prosterni. ” Maigne 
substituted “Volume legal” and “ cercle d’engagements monétaires.” The others 
were broader to include the various applications of articuli manus as article or 
section, especially of a legal document or a religious creed, with one excep­
tion. Though giving all other meanings (except monetary),28 Wörterbuch also 
included several exempla and synonyms of the word de ratione calculations : 
especially "(math.) numerus denarius, decas -  Dezimalzahl, Zehner,” and in 
geometry “ vertex -  Schnittpunkt, Scheitel.” It is a wonder that these mathe­
matical meanings were made easily available by Thesaurus and Wörterbuch but 
were nevertheless neglected by so many other fine lexicographers.
Thesaurus informed its users that augmentum meant incrementum de tempore 
et numeris. It is strange that no other dictionary of classical Latin will say what 
is being augmented when this term is used, except the moon (Oxford). Du 
Cange omitted the word. Henschel and Souter included augmentado, Maigne, 
Nederland, and Italica augmentum, and Niermeyer augmentare as meaning 
“ addition” or “ increase,” “ augmentation, accroissement,” without explanation 
as to whether number or space are intended. In 1954 Albert Blaise saw many 
other meanings: “ progrès, avancement spirituel; (rhét.) gradation; morceau 
de la victime offerte en sacrifice; intérêt” ; and he also recognised “ (astron.) 
augmentum computi -  correction en plus (dans le comput), ” as opposed to 
ablatio computi. Unfortunately, computistical and astronomical meanings were 
eliminated from his 1967 Dictionnaire latin-français des auteurs du moyen âge, 
a period in which both subjects were flourishing, as never before.29
“ Quod ampliatum est, ampliai -  etwas Vergrößertes” was not a sufficient 
definition of augmentum for Wörterbuch which left no ambiguity “ de numero, 
copia, tempore”, specifically “ (math.) additio -  Addition,” and multiplicado 
“Vergrößerung, ” That lexicon provided many other meanings designated mathe­
matical which seem to have been unknown to other lexicographers, though 
certainly abundant in their sources.
28 Articulus in expressions of finger reckoning or of time will be considered separately.
29 Recent reviews of medieval computus have been published recently by Amo Borst, Bruce 
Eastwood, Wesley Stevens and Georges Declercq.
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N/A. [augeo] die Vermehrung, das Wachsthum, der Zuwachs, die 
Zunahme ; in der Religions spräche, eine Art Opferfladen.
N/A. [augeo] Wachsthum, Zunahme (opp. dem inutio).
N/A. [augeo] an increase, growth, augmentation ; (rei.) a kind of sacrifi­
cial cake.
Nil. Vide augeo , augm en -  an increase, growth.
Ditto.
(De tempore et numeris) incrementum.
[augeo] the process of increasing, increase, (of the moon) waxing; 
amount of increase, increment ; that which provides increase, sustenance. 
Nil.
Nil.
[augmentado] additamentum, accroissement, addition.
Ditto Henschel + Augmentum dotis -  augment de dot; incrementum 
dotis quod mortuo marito, uxori superstiti redditur supra dotem propter 
nuptias.
[augmentado] increase.
Augmentation, accroissement; progrès, avancement spirituel ; (rhét.) 
gradation ; morceau de la victime offerte en sacrifice; intérêt ; (astron.) 
augm entum  com puti -  correction en plus (dans le comput) (opp. à ablado  
computi).
N/A. Agrandissement (d’un édifice).
[augmentare] * augmenter, aggrandir [sic].
Ditto.
Quod ampliatum est, ampliai -  etwas Vergrößertes, Vergrößerndes ; 
(math., mus.) de numero, copia, tempore ; adiectio -  Hinzufügung : 
(math.) additio -  Addition; (comput.) accessio -  das Hinzukommen; 
incrementum -  etwas Hinzugekommenes, Zuwachs : (comput.) accre- 
mentum -  Zunahme ; spatium -  (Zeit-)Dauer ; accretio, ampliatio, multi­
plicado -  Wachstum, Vergrößerung, Vermehrung (de animalis, plantis, 
sideribus, fluvio, aedificiis, possessionibus) ; aestus -  hoher Wasserstand ; 
prominentia -  das Größersein ; adiumentum vel causa extollens vel 
augens -  Mittel oder Anlaß zu Steigerung oder zu Wachstum.
Nil.
Increase, enlargement, addition (in number or amount, in bulk or extent, 
in power or intensity) ; lineage.
N/A. (c.verbis) innumera quotidie diabolo detrimenta et christianae fidei 
facit augmenta ; secundum augmentum et decrementum.
N/A. (med., rhet., phil.) cit. sine definitone.
In augments -  ad augendam rem.
Many other terms from letter B through letter Z display lexicographical prac­
tices which may have distorted our understanding of Latin during its use in clas­
sical and medieval culture until A.D. 1200. Mathematical and scientific terms
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were actively spoken and written, revealing some of the thought and activities of 
men and women during those several centuries which may not have been appre­
ciated until recently.
II. Geometry
Euclid began his %Toi%eta with the smallest element of extension, arjpstov, 
usually known in Latin sources as punctum or punctus.30 In ninth century Latin 
manuscripts, the earliest translation of the Elements continued with linea and 
recta linea ; planum , figura plana and superficia ; perpendicula ; circulus or 
circus ; arcus or portio circuii ; cireumferentia ; radius and diameter ; trigonus 
or triangulus\ latus\ and angulus. He also used more complicated figurae 
and formae, such as cubus, quadratus, epidonicus, hemicyclium, and paral- 
lelae. These terms31 have always been known in Latin handbooks and in the 
early encyclopedias of Varrò and Plinius Secundus. They were also used by 
writers in quite diverse cultural fields, such as Cicero, Vitruvius, Censorinus, 
and Augustinus. Later authors often used those terms : Macrobius, Martianus 
Capella, Calcidius, Boetius, Cassiodorus, and Isidorus, whose works supported 
mathematical studies in most secular, cathedral, or monastic schools during the 
medieval centuries and which survived in numerous libraries.
Many works written by those early Latin authors are cited by all lexicons, 
and sometimes their citations seem to be exhaustive. An exception is the selec­
tion of works by Isidore of Seville (d.A.D.636) ; the Origines or Etymologiae 
had been largely written during his lifetime but were completed some years later 
and issued by Braulio who lived from about 581 until 651 and was elected in 
651 as bishop of Saragosse. But the earlier Liber de natura rerum by Isidore
30 Lucio Russo, Forgotten Revolution: how science was born in 300 BC... (Berlin-New York: 
Springer, 2004; l re éd. italienne: La rivoluzione dimenticata, Milan, 2003). The same meaning 
was expressed by Philolaus, Plato, and Aristotle with the word tò  axlyov, a prick, or puncture of a 
pointed instrument, a mark, a spot, according to André Pichot, Die Geburt der Wissenschaft : von 
der Babylonien zu den frühen Griechen (Darmstadt : Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1995 ; éd. 
française : La naissance de la science, Paris, 1991), p. 389. These usages were called to my atten­
tion by Professor Dr. Martin Trömel (Chemistry, RWTH Aachen) who interprets axiyrj by analogy 
with German Stich or English stitch, that is, the unmeasurable hole in cloth made with a needle. 
-  Consistent with Euclid’s sign or symbol without dimension is a note in the seventh century Irish 
computus of ms München Bayerische Staatsbibliothek CLM 14 456: “unus non est numerus sed ab 
eo crescunt numeri ”, that is, “ One is not a number, but from it proceed all others numbers. ” This 
was noticed by D. Ó Cróinín, “ The oldest Irish names for the days of the week”, Ériu, 32 (1981), 
p. 95-114 reprinted in his collected essays.
31 Some of the terminology has been discussed earlier by W.M. Stevens in “ Field and streams, ” 
p. 128-140; and especially in “ Circulus, triangulus, epidonicus,” p. 397-423. Both were cited in 
note 7, above. Further clarifications and new evidence may be offered here.
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(A.D.620) and revised by himself a year later32 was seldom consulted by lexi­
cographers. General avoidance of a source which was found in almost every 
library of Europe seems to indicate a prejudice not against the author but against 
one of his best known subjects, the natural sciences.
The geometrial language used by Euclid, Martianus, Boethius, Cassiodorus, 
Isidorus, and others continued to be applied in the early medieval centuries 
by Aldhelm, Beda Venerabilis, Hrabanus Maurus, Heiric of Auxerre, Abbo of 
Fleury, et alii. Such language is found not only in their books of instruction for 
computus and musica throughout the period but also in the verses composed 
for pleasure, those of Ausonius, Venantius Fortunatas, or Walahfrid Strabo for 
example, or books in praise of God in Christian liturgies. Both surveying and the 
geometrial terms were also used in verses, letters, biblical commentaries, and 
theological works by the same writers. Furthermore, we may note in particular 
that plane geometry was widely taught in Latin, especially the first four books 
of Euclid’s Elements and parts of Book Five from at least as early as the ninth 
century.33
Definitions of punctum by Wilhelm Freund included not only “ ein kleines 
Loch, was eingestochen worden” but also “ ein mathematischer Punkt.” Lewis 
& Short followed Freund only part way on the other hand and generalised “ that 
which is pricked, a point, ” omitting any mathematical usage. Both of the Cassell 
dictionaries usually relied upon Lewis & Short, but in this case they returned 
to Freund and included the mathematical usages. While L & S also explained 
punctum as “ a small portion of any thing divided or measured off in space,” 
it was a correction when the Oxford Latin Dictionary specified “ a geometrical 
point (marked on a diagram or imagined,” as well as “ a point marked on a 
scale.”34
Of medieval lexicons, occasionally a lexicographer will notice the use of 
punctum to indicate musical notes, as did Blaise and Niermeyer from sources 
later than our period. Only Souter and Blaise (1954) indicated that punctum can 
be a “ centre” of anything; and Blaise’s second dictionary (1967) gave it the
32 Isidore de Seville, Traité de la nature, éd. Jacques Fontaine (Bordeaux : Féret et fils, 1960; 
Paris : Études augustiniennes, 2002), with an excellent list of terminology.
33 WM. Stevens, “Euclidean geometry in the early middle ages : A preliminary reassessment,” 
in Villard’s Legacy. Studies in Medieval Technology, Science and Art in memory o f Jean Gimpel, ed. 
Marie-Thérèse Zenner (Aldershot: Ashgate Publishing, 2004), p. 229-262 ; Id , “ Marginalia in the 
Latin Euclid, ” in Scientia in margine. Études sur les marginalia dans les manuscrits scientifiques du 
Moyen Âge à la Renaissance, réunies par Danielle Jacquart and Charles H.F. Bumett (École pratique 
des Hautes Études, Sciences historiques et philologiques V/88; Paris: Droz, 2005), p. 117-137; 
M. Folkerts, ‘Boethii’ Geometria II. Ein mathematisches Lehrbuch des Mittelalters (Wiesbaden : 
Franz Steiner Verlag, 1970), Appendix. -  The same four books of Elements, with the addition of 
Definitions of Books V continued to be used from the ninth to seventeenth century.
34 When the relevant fascicles of Thesaurus linguae latinae and Novum Glossarium are not 
available, as in the case of punctum, it will not be mentioned. Nederland often cites meanings only 
from literature after A.D. 1200 which are thus beyond the scope of this study.
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meaning offered by Augustine : “ quantité indivisible, sans dimension. ” Augus­
tine’s definition was from the Latin Euclid known in his time, although the 
bishop’s source appears to have disappeared. All lexicographers used that work 
of Augustine, but most of them seem not to have noticed his Euclidean punctum.
punctum  -i (n.)
Freund1 [pungo] was gestochen, eingestochen ist, ein Punkt, ein kleines Loch ; der
beim Schreiben gemachte Punkt ; der mathematische Punkt ; der Punkt auf 
den Würfeln, das Auge, der Point ; bei Abstimmungen der vor Einführung 
der Stimmtäfelchen in eine wächserne Tafel als Zeichen der Abstimmung 
gemachte Stich oder Punkt ; ein kleines Theilchen, ein kleines Gewicht, 
ein kleines Wassermaß, ein kleines Zeitmaß, ein Punkt, Moment.
Freund2 [pungo] was eingestochen worden, ein kleines Loch ; daher ein Punkt, ein
Tüpfel ; ein kleiner Theil, eines Gewichts, Maaßes ; punctum temporis, 
punctum horae -  Augenblick ; der Stich, Punkt, im Schreiben ; ein mathe­
matischer Punkt ; Auge auf den Würfeln ; das Votum, die Stimme ; der 
Beifall.
L & S [pungo] that which is pricked, a point, small hole, puncture ; a small part
of anything divided or measured off in space ; a small portion of time, an 
instant, a moment.
Cassell2 [pungo] a mathematical point ; the smallest quantity, a very small space ;
a small portion of time, moment ; a vote ; (in discourse) a short clause, 
section.
Cassell4 Ditto + a prick, little hole, small puncture ; a point, spot ; any small point
in space.
Oxford [pungo] a puncture, prick, sting ; a vote ; spot or mark resembling a punc­
ture, a geometrical point (marked on a diagram or imagined), a point 
marked on a scale ; an infinitesimal portion, degree, quantity (as a hair’s 
breadth) ; pu n c tu m  tem poris (horae) -  an instant.
Du Cange1 N/A. Statutum (regis) ; in psalmodia, syllaba. Vide punctare.
Du Cange2 [punctare] adde cit.
Henschel Ditto Du Cange1 + prendre à point et pointer.
Maigne N/A. Texte, contenu d’un acte.
Souter N/A. A centre ; punctuation mark.
Biaise1 N/A. Centre.
Biaise2 Quantité indivisible, sans dimension (scolastique) ; note (grégorien) ; arrêt
sur une syllabe; paragraphe ; honoraires à ceux qui ont chanté l’office; 
point, article, texte ; exempla varia.
Niermeyer1 N/A. Coup, blessure en profondeur ; paragraphe ; note musicale; état, 
condition.
Niermeyer2 Ditto.
Iugoslav N/A. Status -  stanje.
Nederland Ogenblik -  punctum temporis. Vide punctus.
Italica1 N/A. Pars ; minima quaedam figura ?
Italica2 Nil.
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Alternate spellings, punctus (m.), puncta (f.), and punctum (n.) have some­
times been distinguished in the dictionaries but not for purposes of geometry. 
Freund had spoken of “punctum temporis, punctum horae -  Augenblick” in 
classical Latin. Rarely in medieval Latin, the phrase punctum temporis was elab­
orated by Blaise and Niermeyer as “ le cinquième ou le quart de l’heure” ; but 
this usage has been narrowed to quinta pars horae by the Lexicon latinitatis 
Nederlandicae or simply ignored by Souter, Lexicon Iugoslaviae, and Lexicon 
latinitatis Italicae. Unfortunately, this explanation of punctum temporis in terms 
of moments of an hour is fictional, for no source gave such a meaning in our 
periods. Rather, in both classical and medieval Latin, punctum was used as a 
measure of time for the sun’s movement or the moon’s movement through one 
sign of the zodiacal scale, but the puncti were different for sun and moon : quarta 
puncti for the sun ; and for the moon quinta puncti.35 They would be equivalent 
to fifteen or twelve minutes of an hour in modem terms, whereas momentum 
then had a different usage. Lexicographers beware !
punctus -us (m.), puncta -ae (f.)
Freund1 [pungo] das Stechen, der Stich.
Freund2 [pungo] das Stechen, der Punkt.
L & S [pungo] a pricking, stinging ; a point.
Cassell2 Nil.
Cassell4 Nil.
Oxford [pungo] the action of puncture, pricking, stinging.
Du Cange1 N/A. Quinta pars horae ; articulus, caput ; actus, factum ; acumen, muero.
Du Cange2 Nil.
Henschel Ditto Du Cange1.
Maigne Quinta pars horae ; articulus, caput ; pactum, conventio ; acumen, muero ;
inusta ferro acuto et calido plaga.
Scuter Nil.
Blaise1 N/A. Point (point en bas qui marque la fin d’un membre) ; pungo -  piquer,
blesser, frapper.
Biaise2 Pointe; le cinquième ou le quart de l’heure; point, article; accord,
convention.
Niermeyer1 Division de l’heure, quart ou quint.
Niermeyer2 Ditto.
Jugoslav N/A. [Punctus, puntus (m.), punta  (f.), a. 1349].
Nederland N/A. [ca. 1480].
Italica1 N/A. Brevissimus ; nota pausae in sermone ; pungo -  vulnerare, commo­
vere.
Italica2 Nil.
35 The two usages for puncti solis and puncti lunae were acknowledged by Blaise (1967) and by 
Niermeyer, though without explanation. See further W.M. Stevens, “ Fields and Streams,” p. 135 
with note 32.
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Linea or Unía is not only “ Faden aus Lein” and “ Streich, Zug mit dem Feder 
oder der Pinsel,” according to Freund, but also “ in der Geometrie . . . longi- 
tudo quaedam sine latitudine et altitudine. ” To this purely Euclidean definition, 
he added examples: “ linea circumcurrens -  Zirkellinie; lineae extremae -  die 
Contouren, das Umriß ; linea recta -  gerade Linie ; ad lineam (ergänze rectam) 
senkrecht, perpendicular. ” Geometry is not to be neglected, though one may 
question and perhaps correct some details : for example, linea perpendicula may 
be brought to another line, forming a right angle with it, and lineae extremae 
may be translated as “ das Umriß” (without further qualification), though not as 
“ die Contouren.” 36 The context would determine these matters, as much else 
which was indicated by Freund in 1840, yet abbreviated and perhaps distorted 
by him in 1844. Rather than a definition of geometrical form, L & S saw linea 
primarily as “ a boundary line” of property, but they did refer to both recta linea 
and ad lineam “ in a straight line,” and to recta linea, “ vertically or perpen­
dicularly.” The Cassells asserted “ geometrical line” and ad lineam as “exactly 
straight or perpendicular. ” Thesaurus tried to give every possible usage of 
linea, mentioning that it could be found in texts of “geometria, architectura, 
astronomia, gromatica” but with the qualification that such meanings are only 
“ de notione et qualitatibus. ” It is hard to believe that other writers in those fields 
would agree. Oxford knew that linea is geometrical, that is, “ a straight line 
connecting two or more points, alignment, a figure, shape.” For “ alignment,” it 
gave the example of a cord, one “ used by carpenters, masons for measurement 
or alignment (plumbline). ” Readers may recognise that a mason or carpenter 
would use a plumbline to determine a vertical alignment, but those craftsmen 
would have a different sort of instrument for measurement, one which would 
have not only a straight edge but also a graduated scale and for which they used 
different names : canonion, norma, regula, or radius, but not linea. Three exam­
ples were given to illustrate these particular usages, whereas Oxford’s “ figure” 
as a meaning for linea would not come immediately to mind.
For medieval Latin, Du Cange had visualised lin ea  not only as “ regula qua 
longitudines explorantur” but also “ in pictura, est penicilli ductus.” Henschel 
and the Cangists agreed and clarified that “ lineam subducere.” Further, they 
added “ lineis circumdare, ” perhaps kin to Freund’s lin ea e  ex trem a e  which 
opened new possibilities in geometry and astronomy. Maigne, Blaise, Niermeyer, 
N o v u m  G lo s s a r iu m , and L ex ico n  Iu g o s la v ia e  knew nothing of a line in geom­
etry, though Blaise and Niermeyer retained a straight line and Blaise also a 
circular line on paper in  p ic tu r a . B ritish  S o u rces  however believed that “ a line 
drawn on surface” might be an example of lin ea  or lin ia  in geometry, as also 
a “ line marking a boundary” might occur in geography and astronomy. While 
those inferences are true, the definitions are vague and lack examples which
36 For the explanation of lineas declinationes as contour lines in surveying, see W.M. Stevens, 
“ Fields and streams,” p. 144-145 with note 40.
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would clarify such usages. Italica seemed to know that linea could be geometric 
but gave no definition, and its single citation from Liutprand of Cremona is 
rather wide of the mark and does not illustrate this meaning for the phrase, ad 
rectam lineam. Nederland gave only “ lijn, regel -  lineamentum” as definition; 
it asserted that linea can be used with adjectives circularis, circumferentialis, 
directa, eclíptica, parallela, and recta without defining or explaining any of 
those uses. It is interesting to find Oxford’s example of classical Latin, “ a line 
for marking the hours on a sundial, ” was repeated in medieval Latin by Neder­
land as “ gradus horologii,” though neither could cite a source, and there may 
be none.
linea -ae, linia -ae (fi); lineum -i, linea -orum  (n .); lineus -i (m.)
Freund1 [linum] ein leinener Faden, eine Schnur ; nectere lineas, restes, funes ;
in den Netzen, die Fäden, welche die Löcher enthalten; das Netz ; die 
Angelschnur ; die Richtschnur der Maurer und Zimmerleute ; a d  lineam  
und recta linea -  in gerader Linie, senkrecht, perpendicular ; der faden - ,  
der schnurartige Strich, Zug mit der Feder, dem Pinsel, die Linie ; von der 
geometrischen Linie ; linea c ircum currens -  die Kreislinie, der Kreis ; die 
Grenzlinie, die die einzelnen Felder scheidet ; die Barriere, wodurch im 
Theater die einzelnen Sitze von einander getrennt waren ; die Gesichts­
züge ; die Linie, oder Reihe der Verwandtschaft ; der dustere Umriß, die 
Skizze ; die Grenzlinie, die Grenze, das Ende, das Ziel.
Freund2 Faden aus Lein, Schnur ; Strich, Zug mit dem Feder oder der Pinsel,
Linie; (geom.) longitudo quaedam sine latitudine et altitudine; linea  
circum currens -  Zirkellinie ; lineae extrem ae -  die Conturen, das Umriß ; 
linea recta -  gerade Linie ; a d  lineam  (ergänze rectam ) senkrecht, perpen­
dicular ; daher jede Linie, Reihe, Gränzlinie ; exempla varia et numerosa. 
L & S [linum] a linen thread, a string, a line ; a thread-like stroke of the pen ; a
boundary-line, limit, end, goal; lineage, line of descent or kindred ; an 
outline, sketch, design; a d  lineam , and recta linea -  in a straight line, 
vertically or perpendicularly.
Cassell2 [linum] a line made with a pen or pencil ; geometrical line ; a boundary
line ; a linen thread, string ; a fishing line ; a carpenter’s plumb-line ; ad
lineam  -  exactly straight or perpendicular.
Cassell4 Ditto + a line drawn ; the final goal.
Thesaurus Funiculus ; linea est cuilibet usui in piscatu, ad rete adducendum, ad
hamum adnectendum ; in imagine vel allegoria, in ornamento muliebri, 
in imagine vel proverbiis ; in aedificatione, re rustica de linea in rectum 
tensa ad directionem rectam efficiendam vel metiendam; terminus vel 
finis, quo quid definito, dividitur ; in geometria, architectura, astronomia, 
gromatica de notione et qualitatibus ; terminus vel pars extrema, quo quid 
definito, ab alia re separato ; definiuntur res in planum extensae, corpora 
tribus dimensionibus extensa.







Oxford [lineus] (geom.) a straight line connecting two or more points, alignment,
a figure, shape ; linea -  linen, made of flax or linen ; a string, cord, fishing 
line, thread for gems of a necklace ; a cord used by carpenters, masons 
for measurement or alignment (plumbline) ; a line traced on a surface by 
a pen or other instrument, a line or outline in a picture, a line for marking 
the hours on a sundial ; a streak of colour or light (natural).
Regula qua longitudines explorantur ; in pictura, est penicilli ductus ; linea 
sanguinis et cognationis ; vestís interior, stricta, ex lineo confecta.
Adde cit.
Ditto Du Cange1 + lineam subducere, lineis circumdare.
N/A. Vestís interior ; linea cognationis et sanguinis; modus agri. Vide 
linealiter.
Nil. Vide linea liter , lineariter.
Étoffe de lin, vêtement de toile; (pl.) esquisses, grandes lignes d’une 
ébauche ; sillon, ligne de passage (d’un astre) ; (pl.) traits du visage ; ligne 
de parenté ; ligne de démarcation pour les places au théâtre ; ligne, marque 
(à la craie ou à la chaux, dans l’arène), but, limite extrême de la course ; 
un contour localisé (loci linea) ; ligne de conduite ; ligne d’écriture, rédac­
tion, expression, formulation.
Blaise2 Ditto + linea stricta  -  surplis serré ; ligne de parenté, lignage, famille ;
rectilinium  -  droiture.
Niermeyer1 N/A. * Ligne de parenté ; * ligne d’écriture ; ère, âge. Vide linealiter.
Niermeyer2 Ditto.
NvGloss Ligne ; vers, ligne écrite ; degré (astronomique) ; suite numérique ; mesure
de superficie ; ligne d’un monogramme ; direction, route, chemin ; durée.
Jugoslav N/A. Vestís interior ex lino confecta, subucula lintea -  lanena kosulja;
ordo -  stalez.
British [linea, lina] flax, seed of flax plant, linseed ; flax fibre, thread, fishing line,
cord, rope ; a line drawn on surface (e.g. in geom.) ; what is placed in or 
on a line or between lines, file, one of parallel columns in math, or astron. 
table, rank or file on gaming board ; line marking a boundary (geog. and 
astron.) ; land between boundary lines, row, strip ; exempla varia et nume­
rosa.
Nederland Lijn, regel -  lineamentum; (cum adj.) circularis, circum ferentialis,
directa , eclíptica, para le lla  [sic], recta.
Italica1 N/A. In sculptura per imaginem: delineata -  sbozzata ; versus -  rigo;
regula ; (geom.) cit. sine definitione ; lineum -  linum, cit. sine definitione.
Italica2 N/A. Ratio.
It is difficult to understand why all later lexicographers drew so heavily upon 
Wilhelm Freund and his sources for other meanings of linea but deleted the 
Euclidean definition of that word provided by him, “ longitudo quaedam sine 
latitudine et altitudine. ”
One way of referring to a line was with the substantive latus -eris (n.), the 
adjective latus -a -um, adjective lateralis -e, or adverb lateraliter. Our lexicog­
raphers had difficulty with all four words in geometrical usages. L & S knew the
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“ lateral surface of a thing, ” but the Cassells did not ; all three preferred “ the side, 
flank of anything,” and L & S really liked la tu s  as an “ intimate relation.” For 
the latter meaning, Oxford substituted the more discrete English “ companion,” 
but it was quite specific about “ the vertical surface of a solid object, side” and 
the “ slope (of a mountain).” Indeed, Oxford and T h esa u ru s  knew la tu s  specifi­
cally as “ the faces of a geometrical figure.” On the other hand, our medieval 
lexicographers omitted the word (Du Cange, Henschel, Souter) or gave it no 
relevant meaning (Maigne, Niermeyer, Blaise), though Blaise who enlarged the 
meaning of la tu s  as an “ intimate relation” to “ flanc (union conjugale)” and 
“ concubinage” ; he thought that this especially concerned a “ légat du pape” as 
well as “ concubinage d’un prince, de l’empereur.”
The adjectives la tu s  and la te ra lis  have a geometric reference to the face 
of quadrilateral objects for some of our lexicographers, as does the adverb 
la te ra lite r . Two dictionaries of classical Latin knew that la tu s  could be sides 
“ figurarum geometricarum, quadrati vel cubi” (Thesaurus) or “ any of the 
faces of a solid geometrical figure” (Oxford). This understanding continues 
with B ritish  S o u rces , “ lateral surface of geom. figure,” and N e d e r la n d  which 
specified “ (Math.) cubum,” but explained the cu b u m  “ qui globositatem spherae 
lateribus contingat” -  which stretches the imagination just a bit. Only N o v u m  
G lo ssa r iu m  knew la tu s  not only as “ (math.) area, racine carrée” but also as 
“ (geom.) side of a triangle. ”
One meaning of the substantive la tu s  is the h y p o ten u sa  which is found in 
every trig o n u m  or trian gu lu m . Yet, that term is named only by L & S, T h e sa u ru s , 
and Oxford. Of these three, only T h esa u ru s  provided definitions : “ subtendens 
linea” and “ latus trigoni” ; furthermore, it defines la tu s  in mathematics as “ linea 
ducta sub arcu. ” That would be an exceptional usage, so that without a source 
for this meaning, it is hard to credit.
Du Cange cited h yp o ten u sa  only as related to the Danish word T olffm yn in g , 
which he took to be m en su ra e  s p e c ie s , a meaning repeated by Henschel. But 
Maigne, Niermeyer, Iu g o s la v , and N e d e r la n d 37 did not find the term in their 
sources, while Souter and B ritish  S o u rc es  only transliterated it from Greek into 
Latin without explanation. Thus, for a simple word, h y p o te n u sa , which only 
designates the line between the acute angles of a right-angled triangle, there is 
great confusion amongst lexicographers. T h esa u ru s  is the only authority which 
came near a valid definition.
37 Lexicon latinitatis Nederlandicae enters some terms as lemmata of the first vowel, though 
they may often be written with initial h. Diphthonges were simplified: ae > e; some letters are 
assumed to be equivalent : th > t or d ; y > i. In the case of hypotenusa or yboteusa, there is no lemma 
under h or i or y.




L & S [v)7TOT8Îvouaa] the hypotenuse.
Cassell2 Nil.
Cassell4 Nil.
Thesaurus [uTtoisivouaa] subtendens linea; (math.) linea ducta sub arcu (parte
circuii) ; latus trigoni.
Oxford [imoTsivoucya] the hypotenuse.
Du Cange1 Tolffmyning -  mensurae species apud Danos.
Du Cange2 Nil.












Angulus was a term recognised by Freund as meaning a place, lonely and 
unfrequented : “ die Winkel, die Ecke ; ein entleger, einsamer Ort. ” But the word 
was said by Thesaurus to have “ mathematico sensu,” without further clarifica­
tion. That assertion but lack of definition was enlarged by L & S and the Cassells 
as “ (math.) angle.” L & S also referred the reader to angulus obtusus, angulus 
acutus, and to rectiangulum\ the first two of those terms were not explained, 
while the third was defined as “ a right angle triangle.” Unfortunately, the defi­
nition is too compressed, for an angulus itself could not be a triangle. Oxford 
was more forthcoming by explaining the word angulus to mean not only a 
quiet “ corner” but also the “ angle or apex of a triangle or other plane recti­
linear figure” ; one may see further in Oxford the usage “rectus angulus -  a right 
angle, ” though not rectiangulum.
Although Oxford has used the phrase, “ apex of a triangle,” it is not certain 
that Latin apex could mean the angulus or angle of a plane rectilinear figure. 
Freund gave “ äußerste Ende einer Sache, Spitze” ; L & S provided “ the point, 
summit, top, ” as did the Cassells. Culmen is a synonym for apex, according to 
Thesaurus as well as L & S. But none of them accepted Oxford’s suggestion of 
apex as a meaning for angulus. No medieval Latin lexicon suggests more for 
apex than “ le plus haut degré ; la pointe (rayon solaire); la tête.” On the other 
hand, L & S gave apex the English meaning “vertex,” and defined it as “ the
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highest point, top, peak, summit, ” while other lexicons omit the term. For Latin 
v e r te x  however, Oxford takes the reader in a circle by reasserting "the apex of a 
triangle, ” not choosing which of the three angles that might be.
With this basis in classical dictionaries for understanding Latin a n g u lu s  in 
geometry (even though not consistent), it is surprising that until quite recently, 
medieval lexicographers made no reference to a geometrical angle. The lem m a  
itself is lacking with Du Cange and all the Cangists, Niermeyer, and even B ritish  
S o u rces . Maigne cited the phrase a n g u la  te r r a e , without explanation ; Souter, 
Blaise, Iu g o s la v , and I ta lic a  gave the word but excluded mathematical senses. 
N e d e r la n d  states on the other hand that a n g u lu s  had mathematical sense as 
meaning “hoek, hoekpunt, ” though it wastes no further words to say what sort 
of “hoek” that might be. The meaning becomes even more problematic when 
later the phrases an g u lu s c r itic u s  (c re tic is ) , a. in d ic a tiv u s , and a. in te rc a d e n s  
are used,38 for they seem to be rhetorical, rather than geometrical. The single 
exception to those uncertainties about this word is M itte l la te in is c h e s  W ö r te r­
buch  which allows the reader of medieval texts to discover at last that a n g u lu s  
can be plainly mathematical: "(math.) est ... planus angulus duarum linearum 
in planitie e diverso ductarum ad unum punctum coadunado” from Gerbert 
(ca. 980), adding "per ángulos, i.q. diagonaliter -  diagonal. ”
L & S had also provided two examples of the use of the word a n g u lu s  : first, 
"meridianus circulas horizonta rectis angulis secat” which in astronomy would 
surely effect a geometrical right angle where the two circles crossed, sp h a e r ic u s  
rather than p la n u s. Their second example of a use of a n g u lu s  is “ quattuor 
anguli terrae” which they translated erroneously as “ four comers of the earth, ” 
building upon their previous non-mathematical usage of a n g u lu s  as "com er.” 
This arbitrary definition by L & S had led some readers in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries to infer that classical writers of Latin texts conceived the 
earth as planar and as having comers which were not only deserted but also 
were like those comers made by the planar sides of a q u a d ra tu s  or a cu b u s. This 
image of the earth was also asserted in definitions of o rb is , restricted both by 
Freund and by L & S, as a circle with only two dimensions.39
W örterbu ch  also introduced examples of a n g u lu s  in medieval Latin: "clima 
caeli -  (Himmels-)Richtung ” and “ cardo -  Angelpunkt, ” though without further 
citation of texts or clarification until one reaches the le m m a ta  for c a e lu s , c lim a , 
and ca rd o . Apparently, those several lexicographers knew of a very wide range 
for the use of geometrical a n g u lu s  in their sources which had been overlooked
38 The source for these terms was Aegidius (Guillermus Egidii, Willem Gilliszoon), Liber desi- 
deratus super celestium motuum indagatione sine calculo, written A.D. 1481. Fac-similé with an 
introduction by D. Struik: Willem Gillisz van Wissekerke, Liber desideratus... Lyon, 1494 (Nieuw- 
koop: B. De Graaf, 1965).
39 When applied to the shape of the earth, their two dimensional restriction of angulus and orbis 
was contradicted by Lewis and Short’s own translations of all other relevant words and phrases, 
including those of angulus itself. See W.M. Stevens, “ Field and Streams, ” p. 137 with note 35.
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by other philologists and which continue to be neglected by some of them today, 
both classical and medieval.
angulus -i (m.)
Freund1 [àyKÙXoç] der Winkel, die Ecke ; ein entlegener, einsamer Ort, Schlupf­
winkel ; die winkelartige Einbiegung des Meeres ins Land, der Meer­
busen.
Freund2 Winkel, Ecke, Kante ; (math.) Winkel, recti anguli, angulus obtusus -
stumpfer Winkel ; einsamer Ort ; Meerbusen, Bucht.
L & S [àyKÔXoç] (math.) angle ; comer ; a retired, unfrequented place, a nook ;
a bay, gulf. Vide angulus optusus ; angulus acutus ; meridianus circulas 
horizonta rectis angulis secat ; quattuor anguli terrae -  four comers of 
the earth ; rectiangulum  -  a right-angled triangle.
Cassell2 Angle (math.) ; extremity or comer of a country ; a bastion; a retired
spot.
Cassell4 Ditto + a comer of anything; an awkward comer, a straight [passage
between shores].
Thesaurus Locus angustus [pu%óg], domus vel arcae, sinus maris, regio abdita,
recessus ; angulus prominens [ycovia] ; mathematica sensu ; oculi vel oris 
angulus.
Oxford Angle or apex of a triangle or other plane rectilinear figure ; comer ; rectus




Maigne N/A. [angula terrae] cit. sine definitione ; angularis -  colatorium.
Souter N/A. [angularis] a cornerstone ; angulariter  -  angularly ; ángulo  -  to
make angular, fold up.
Blaise1 N/A. Tour d’angle (dans les remparts) ; angle, pierre angulaire (fig.),
soutien, chef; difficulté, détour ; (métaph.) charnière (en pari, du Fils, 
entre le Père et le S1 Esprit); angularis  -  qui loge dans un coin; qui 
forme angle, angulaire ; lapis angularis -  la pierre angulaire (qui soutient 
F édifice) ; angulosus  -  sinueux, tortueux.
Biaise2 N/A. Ditto + angularis -  sorte de passoire ; angulosus -  fourbe, trompeur,
astucieux ; angulum  -  enceinte.
Niermeyer1 Nil.
Niermeyer2 Nil.
Wörterbuch Latebra -  (Schlupf-)Winkel, Unterschlupf ; recessus -  abgeschiedener 
Raum ; kleines Grundstück ; abgelegene Gegend, Ende ; regio -  Gegend ; 
clima caeli -  (Himmels-)Richtung ; (math.) e s t ... planus angulus duarum 
linearum in planifie e diverso ductarum ad unum punctum coadunado ; 
per ángulos, diagonaliter -  diagonal ; terminus, caput -  Ende ; cardo -  
Angelpunkt.
Jugoslav N/A. [angulari] angulum facere.
British Comer, extremity, outlying part ; (geom.) angle ; plot of land lying at a
comer ; crookedness, trick, contrivance.
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Nederland Hoek, hoekpunt (math.).
Italica1 N/A. Recessus studiorum ; de ángulo prominenti, in plantis, nodus ;
angulus oculi ; angularis -  lapis angularis.
Italica2 [angulariter] quantum ad ángulos spectat.
According to Freund, the Greek adjective trígonos was transliterated into 
classical Latin texts both as adjective, “ dreieckig, dreiwinklig,” and as substan­
tive (n.) “ eine Dreieck.” L & S knew trigonus in both uses, whereas Marchant, 
editor of Cassell2 (1886), conveyed to his readers only the second, trigonum 
“ triangle,” while Simpson, editor of Cassell4 (1959), gave both terms and added 
the adjective trigonalis “ three-cornered.” Oxford provided only the adjectival 
trigonus but also recognised uniquely that the Greek term brought into Latin 
primarily a Pythagorean representation of numerals by one point, two points, 
one and two points together forming three, and so forth.
Du Cange was not so careful and accepted trigonus as any sort of triangular 
figure. For early Christian writers, Blaise1 (1954) knew the term as “ triangu­
laire,” though he did not retain it in 1967 for “ les auteurs du Moyen Age”. Yet, 
for the more inclusive scope of “ auteurs médiévaux, ” he introduced an arithme­
tical usage “ ducere per trigonum -  multiplier par trois, ” for which a source is not 
given. Henschel and Souter recognised that trigonus is often the representation 
of a Pythagorean numeral in medieval Latin, rather than a geometrical form.40 It 
was further clarified by Souter that, while three points (. and ..) are “ standing in 
a triangular relation to each other” (.-.), they have no reference to geometry or 
to a geometrical figure but perhaps only to the Pythagorean numerus trigonius, 
three.
trigonus -a -urn (adj.)
Freund1 [xpiycovoç] dreieckig, dreiwinkelig ; (subst.n.) ein Dreieck.
Freund2 Ditto.
L & S [xpiycovoç] three-cornered, triangular, trigonal ; the name of two plants ;
(med.) a soothing pill ; trigon  -  a kind of ball for playing with ; trigonium  
or trigonum  -  a triangle.
Cassell2 [xplycovov, trigonum] (subst.n.) a triangle.
Cassell4 [trigonalis, trigonum] three-cornered.
Oxford [xpiycovoç] having three angles, triangular ; (of points) standing in a
triangular relation to each other.
Du Cange1 [xpiycovoç] quaevis figura triangularis.
Du Cange2 Nil.
Henschel Nil. Vide numerus trigonus.
Maigne N/A. Instrument! genus -  sorte de grue.
Souter [xptyœvioç, trigonius] three-cornered ; [xpiycovucôç, trigonicus] trian­
gular.
40 Other lexicons of medieval Latin have not progressed to words commencing with letter T.
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Blaise1 [iplycovoç] triangulaire.




Nederland N/A. [a. 1477]
Italica1 N/A. Cit. sine definitione.
Italica2 Nil.
An alternative term was tr ia n g u lu s . Freund recognised it as derivative from 
tre s  + a n g u lu s , with uses both as substantive “Dreieck” (either masculine or 
neuter) and as the adjectives tr ia n g u lu s  “ dreieckig” or tr ia n g u la r is  “ zum 
Dreieckgehörig. ” Other classical dictionaries reported the same usages. Again, 
Oxford found interesting meanings of tr ia n g u lu s  in classical astronomy : visu­
ally “ occupying a trinai aspect,” but also geometrically “ subtending an angle of 
120°, one third of the zodiac.” While the reference to subtending an angle that 
is one third of the zodiac is pertinent, explaining it as an “ angle of 120°” may 
be anachronistic, as both Greek and Latin sources expressed themselves in terms 
of proportion rather than of degrees. The astronomy of Marcus Manilius did not 
refer to ratios or proportions at all, and he did not use the terms tr ig o n u s  or tr ia n ­
g u lu s. The same is true of Martianus Capella and other early medieval writers 
on astronomy. The M e g a le  S yn ta x is  by Ptolemaeos of Alexandria (ca. A.D. 150) 
was translated from Greek to Latin about A.D. 1160 in Sicily and from Arabic to 
Latin by Gerard of Cremona in Toledo about A.D. 1175, both towards the end of 
our period. The translation by Gerard came to be called A lm a g e s t. English trans­
lations express the Greek, Arabic, and Latin terminology of proportions into 360 
degrees of the ecliptic or celestial equator, but that is anachronistic.41
Du Cange and Niermeyer omitted those terms but were corrected by 
Henschel’s definition of the verb tr ia n g u la re  “ facere aliquid triangulum. ” Other 
medievalists repeated Freund’s adjective “ triangularis -  zum Dreieckgehörig,” 
also with variants tr ia n g u la tio  and tr ia n g u la tu s  “ mise en triangle.” They gave 
no examples, and they usually ignored the Latin E lem en ts  of Euclid Books I-IV 
which used both tr ig o n u s  and tr ia n g u lu s  in plane geometry during the entire 
middle ages both as adjectives and substantives, though not in the constructs 
of Pythagorean numerals. Texts for the Latin Euclid were printed several times 
during the nineteenth century by Karl Lachmann (1848), I.L Heiberg (1890), 
N.M. Bubnov (1899), and more recently M. Folkerts (1970).42 Bubnov and 
Folkerts distinguished between two schoolbooks of plane geometry : “ Geometrie
41 M. Manilii Astronomicon, ed. A.E. Housman (London : Grant Richards, 1903-1930, rpr. 
1943), 2 vols. Manillas was used as a source for several dictionaries of classical Latin, but the two 
twelfth-century translations of Ptolemy’s Almagest, as well as twelfth-century Latin translations of 
planetary tables from the tables of al-Zarqali, were ignored by all lexicographers of later Latin.
42 Bibliographical details in W.M. Stevens, “ Fields and Streams,” p. 129 with note 21.
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I ” was available in Carolingian monasteries and libraries from the ninth through 
the seventeenth centuries ; a larger “ Geometrie II” was prepared in the eleventh 
century and spread widely. The second was characterised by Folkerts as unus­
able, implying that the first was also of doubtful use for teaching good geometry ; 
but Stevens has shown that the meanings of the Latin texts of Elements I-IV 
in the ninth century manuscripts of “ Geometrie I ” are usually quite clear.43 In 
particular, the terminology of trigonus and triangulus were properly used in both 
Carolingian texts of Euclid.44
triangulus -a -um  (adj.)
Freund1 [tres + angulus] dreieckig ; (subst.n. oder m.) das Dreieck; triangularis
-  zum Dreieckgehörig.
Freund2 Ditto.
L & S [tres + angulus] three-comered ; triangulus  (n.) -  a triangle.
Cassell2 Ditto L & S.
Cassell4 Ditto.
Oxford [tri + angulus] having three comers ; (astron.) occupying a trinai aspect,
subtending an angle of 120°, one-third of the zodiac; (pi.) forming the 
three comers of a triangle ; triangulum  -  a triangle.
Du Cange1 Nil.
Du Cange2 Nil.
Henschel [triangulare] facere aliquid triangulum.
Maigne Nil.
Souter [triangularis] triangular ; triangulis = triangulus.
Blaise1 [triangularis] triangulaire ; triangulatio  -  mise en triangle.
Blaise2 [triangulatus] à trois côtés, triangulaire, placé en triangle.
Niermeyer1 Nil.
43 Some marginal additions of definitions, “ directions for proofs,” and surveying applica­
tions in the early Latin Euclid have been identified by W.M. Stevens, “ Marginalia in the Latin 
Euclid”, in Scientia in margine, études... réunies par D. Jacquart et C. Burnett (Paris-Geneva: Droz, 
2005), p. 117-137. -  Definitions and a few “ directions for proofs,” along even fewer demonstra­
tions which might today be called “ proofs”, are also found in margins of the earliest Latin manu­
scripts of “Adelard II,” a mid-twelfth century translation of Euclid books I-VI from Arabic. See 
C.H.F. Burnett, “ The Latin and Arabic influences on the vocabulary concerning demonstrative 
argument in the versions of Euclid’s Elements associated with Adelard of Bath”, in Aux origines 
du lexique philosophique européen. L ’influence de la Latinitas, ed. J. Hamesse (Louvain-la-Neuve, 
1997), p. 117-135.
44 Euclidi Elementa I Def.20 : “Aequilaterum igitur triangulum et, quod tribus aequis lateribus 
clauditur ...” ; I Prop. 10: “ In triangulo datam lineam rectam terminatam in duas aequales divi­
dere partes” ; III Prop.7: “ Similes circulorum portiones dicuntur, quae sibi invicem sunt aequales, 
seu quadratae sive trigones ...” Ed. M. Folkerts, “ Boethius” Geometrie II, Appendix I; see also 
Appendix II: “De figuris in codicibus Geometriae Boethii.” -  Triangulus and trigonus were inter­
changeable also in the Latin translations of parts of Euclid by “Adelard II” and Gerard of Cremona. 
For the current status of earliest Latin and Arabic-Latin translations of Euclid’s Elements, see 
M. Folkerts, “Euclid in Medieval Europe” (1989), completely revised in Id., The Development o f 
Mathematics in Medieval Europe: Collected studies (Aldershot : Ashgate, 2006), item III (p. 1-64).
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Niermeyer2 Nil.
Jugoslav [tr ia n g u la r is ] ad triangulum pertinens, tres ángulos habens -  u obliku
trokuta, trokutni.
Nederland Driehoekig, driezijdig -  tres ángulos vel latera habens ; (subst.m.) drie-
hoek -  figura tres ángulos habens, triangulum.
Italica1 [tr iangu lis]  triangularis.
Italica2 Nil.
The terminology of trigonus and triangulus, together with terms latus, 
angulus, and hypotenusa, was properly used in all of these texts but was 
neglected or confused by lexicographers of classical and medieval Latin until 
new editions began to be published recently.
It may be remarked also that some lexicographical definitions of lineus, latus, 
hypotenusa, angulus, portio, ratio, trigonus, and triangulus may have become 
too anachronistic. The relation of lines to angles in geometric figures eventu­
ally led mathematicians in the mid-fifteenth century to the invention of trigo­
nometry.45 That new discipline with sines, cosines, tangents, and co-tangents did 
not exist in Greek, classical, or medieval Latin, or in Persian, Syrian, or Arabic 
sources, though procedures similar to producing sine curves may be discovered 
in terms of proportions and ratios used in geometrical and gromatic texts of all 
those languages. Portio circuii could mean segment of a angle (discussed p. 162 
below), but pro portione is defined occasionally in classical dictionaries as "in 
proportion” or "in the degree proper to each. ” In the Latin Euclid, pro propor­
ten e  is used to mean "relative proportion,” whereas the term ratio (from reor 
or ratus) meant any careful calculation, including the faculty of mind doing a 
computation for any purpose, thus an exercise of reason rather than a numerical 
ratio.
portio  -onis (f.)
Freund1 Die Abtheilung, der Theil, das Theil, der Antheil : luna modo curvata in
cornua facie, modo aequa portione divisa ; das Verhältniß zu etwas, die 
Proportion : proportio (adv. pro portione, portione).
Freund2 Ditto + Beschaffenheit, Kraft.
L & S A share, part, portion ; p o rtio n a lis  [portio] -  of or belonging to a part,
partial ; p r o  p o r tio n e  -  in proportion, relatively ; a d  p o r tio n e m  -  propor­
tionally (rare).
Cassell2 A part, section, division. Vide p ro  p o r tio n e  -  in proportion, proportion­
ally.
Cassell4 Ditto.
45 Notice for example the uses of Greek terms for arcus circuii by Ptolemy and attributed by 
him to Hipparchus. Mathematicians today accept arcus circuii as equivalent with the linea opposite 
an angulus acutus, used later for the ratio called “ sine of an angle”. The relation of lines to angles 
in geometric figures eventually led mathematicians in the mid-fifteenth century to the invention of 
trigonometry. W.M. Stevens, “ Field and Streams,” p. 137 with note 36.
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Thesaurus Ratio, proportio, analogia ; ratio, quae est inter singulas partes, vel inter 
partes et totum ; usu deflexo refertur ad singulas partes ; spectat imprimis 
ad partem, quae ratione computata, mensura quadam ad universitatem 
quandam pertinet : singulae quantitates, quae loco mensurae adhibentur, 
pars totius cuiusdam, quae definito, ad quaslibet res (multitudines), quas 
metiri, numerare possumus, computatone, accurata divisione vel compo­
sition, in astronomia, arithmetica.
Oxford The portion due to a person, share ; p ro  p o rtione  -  in the degree proper to
each.
Du Cange1 Nil. Vide portio  -  pondus quoddam sex uncias habens.
Du Cange2 Nil.
Henschel N/A. Pars, portio terrae.
Maigne N/A. Vide pondus  ; pensio annua.
Souter Nil. Vide portiona lis, of a part, partial.
Blaise1 Part, portion ; partie ; (métaph.) ressemblance de, doublure de ; part, soin
préféré, objet préféré.
Biaise2 N/A. Part d’un bénéfice qui est divisé, pension annuelle ; participation,
complicité ; société, association ; propriété ; fortune.
Niermeyer1 N/A. Une propriété; fortune, richesse; quote-part dans un droit d’usage
communautaire ; partage ; participation, complicité.
Niermeyer2 N/A. Ditto.
Jugoslav N/A. [a. 1279]
Nederland N/A. Deel, aandeel -  pars (congrua) ; terre, possessionis, reditus.
Italica1 Exempla varia.
Italica2 Adde cit. + communio ; de conditione animarum mortuorum.
ratio -onis (f.)
Freund1 [reor\ das Abrechnen, Berechnen, die Rechnung, Berechnung ; ein
Verzeichnis, eine Liste; die Summe, Zahl; die Geschäftsangelegenheit, 
bei etwas seine Rechnung finden ; die Rechnung, Gerechnung, Rechen­
schaft ; das Verhältniß, die Beziehung zu einem Gegenstände ; die Rück­
sicht auf denselben ; die Beachtung, Erwägung desselben, die Sorge für 
denselben ; das Sichverhalten zu oder bei etwas ; die Einsicht, Vernunft ; 
die auf Vernunft gegründete Lehre, Theorie, das System, die Wissenschaft 
und subjectiv die Kenntniß, Meinung ; die Beweisführung, Argumenta­
tion.
Freund2 Ditto.
L & S [reor, ratus] a reckoning, account, calculation, computation ; a list, roll,
register ; a sum, number ; a business transaction; that faculty of mind 
which forms the basis of computation and calculation, and of mental 
action, judgment, understanding, reason ; the reasonable cause of a thing ; 
propriety, law ; a theory, doctrine, science, knowledge ; exempla varia et 
numerosa.
Cassell2 [reor] a reckoning, account, computation, calculation ; a roll, register, a
list ; a sum, number ; a business transaction, matter, affair ; a relation with,
















reference to ; respect, consideration, regard for anything ; plan, mode or 
procedure ; the faculty of mind which calculates and plans, the reason ; 
theory, doctrine.
[reor] a reckoning, account, computation, calculation; consideration 
taken, account rendered ; any transaction, affair, business; a reason, 
motive, ground ; a plan, scheme, system ; reasonableness, method, order, 
rule ; a theory, doctrine, science, knowledge ; the faculty of mind which 
calculates and plans, the reason.
[reor] the act of reckoning, calculation ; rationem habere, inire -  to make 
a calculation, keep count ; a record of numbers ; a financial reckoning ; 
a proportion, relation ; the act or process of reasoning or working out ; 
theory (distinct from practice) ; the exercise of reason ; the ruling prin­
ciple (of natural forces), law (of nature).
N/A. Jus, causa, judicium ; exempla varia et numerosa. Vide ratiocinare. 
Nil.
Ditto Du Cange1.
Ditto Du Cange1 + lis ; res ; mensura.
A ratio, the expressed quotient of two quantities.
Calcul, supputation, compte : ratio paschalis  ; relation, rapport, analogie ; 
méthode, enseignement, arrangement ; évaluation d’une chose ; défini­
tion ; faculté de raisonner ; explication logique.
N/A. Raison, action de raisonner et faculté de raisonner (opp. à intel­
l e c t s )  ; définition, concept, sens, signification; cause ; raisonnement, 
argumentation ; jugement, procès ; biens, richesses ; fraction, part (d’une 
possession); condition, état; redevance ; procuration d’aliments, ration ; 
exempla varia.
Raison à faire, compte à rendre, action de s’incliner devant la justice ; 
argument, titre valable, justification; équité, justice; affaire, besogne, 
devoir ; ce qu’on possède, richesses ; fraction, part; condition; contrat ; 
exempla varia et numerosa.
Ditto.
N/A. [a. 1272] ; exempla [a. 1093 et seq.].
[raso] manier, aard -  modus, condicio, species ; rede, verstand -  mens, 
facultas animae cogitativa ; verklaring, argument ter verdediging -  argu­
mentum pro defensione causae suae ; redenering -  ratiocinatio ; fórmele 
structuur, essentieel zijnsaspect, wezen -  natura formalis seu aspectus 
essentialis ; rantsoen -  portio determinata ; exempla varia.
N/A. Cura ; ius naturale ? ; conditio, pactio, conventio ; tributum, praes- 
tatio ; patrimonium ; definido ; medicaminis praescriptio ; proportio ; 
mentio ; de re metrica ; exempla varia et numerosa.
Nil.
Thus, lexicons of both classical and medieval Latin offer a wide variety of 
general, non-mathematical uses of ratio, with only two exceptions: Oxford 
is the only classical dictionary which gives ratio the meaning, “ a proportion, 
relation.” From his sources (A.D. 180-600), Souter thought that ratio was "the
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expressed quotient of two quantities. ” It is unfortunate that he did not cite a text 
for this interesting mathematical usage which sounds quite modem.
Q u a d ro , q u a d ra re  meant primarily "to make four-cornered, to square” a 
figure, or "rendre quadrangulaire” (geom.). Dictionaries, glossaries, and lexi­
cons recognised several forms of q u a d ro  with spatial or rhythmic senses or to 
mean multiples of the number four, though only Oxford recognised that q u a d ro  
could be an alternative expression for f a c io  n u m e ru m  in se , to raise a number to 
a higher power of itself. Q u a d ra n d i lex , the practice of multiplying a number 
by itself, was not unusual. It was used by Claudianus Mamertus (fl.A.D.470) 
and explained by Johannes Scottus Eriugena (ca.810-877) in his P er ip h y se o n  
(ca.850-860).46 But not noticed or explained by lexicons of medieval Latin.47
Well within the scope of this discussion are the words f ig u ra , fo r m a ,  and 
p ic tu r a .  They all present elements of something which may be discussed 
verbally but in geometry must be visualised and were probably drawn with lines, 
angles, curves, and circles. For example, T h esa u ru s  defined f ig u r a  in one sense 
as "forma certis lineis quae sub aspectum oculorum cadunt, circumscripta,” 
but L & S simplified this rich meaning into “ a sketch, drawing.” On the other 
hand, T h esau ru s  is also specific about "figurae geometricae, ” as distinct from 
"figurae litterarum” and from "forma litterarum et numerorum. ” Unfortunately, 
unless they expect the reader to imply it from f ig u ra  " shape, figure, ” Freund, the 
Cassells, and Oxford offer nothing like a sketch or drawing.
Du Cange did not have a lem m a  for f ig u ra  but referred to rhetorical f ig u ra -  
l ita s , f ig u ra d o , and to p o lo g ia , to which were added other aspects of rhetoric. 
"Juris formula” was given for f ig u ra  by Henschel, Maigne, and Iu g o s la v , and 
"allegory” was indicated by Souter, Niermeyer, and I ta lic a . As usual, Blaise 
was of two minds : he was open to “ figure géométrique” in the writings of early 
Christian authors but omitted this meaning from the larger world of writings by 
all medieval writers, quite the reverse from what one should expect to find in 
medieval Latin texts. B ritish  S o u rces  will agree that f ig u ra  can mean “ (geom.) 
figure,” but N e d e r la n d  is silent for our period.48 Unless it were used to explain 
p la n u m  (and its synonym su p er fic ie s ) , f ig u ra  p la n a  is simply absent from Latin
46 M. Junius Nipsus gromaticus: fació XIII in se; fit CLXVIIII (op. cit., p. 6). Claudianus 
Mamertus, De statu animae XI.2,4 : quadrandi lex, ed. A.G. Engelbrecht, CSEL XI (Wien, 1885), 
p. 112 ; Johannes Scottus vel Eriugena, Periphyseon (de divisione naturae) III. 4111-4113 : Senarius 
namque numerus per se ipsum multiplicatus, id est sex sexies, triginta sex efficit, ed. Edouard 
Jeauneau, Corpus Christianorum continuado mediaeualis CLXIII (Tumhout : Brepols, 1999), p. 141 ; 
ed. H.J. Floss, in PL CXXII (1853 ; rpr 1865) col. 718B.
47 For quadro, Nederland gives the meaning “ number squared (or square root?).” Presumably, 
these alternative functions depend upon the context. But this exemplum must be omitted because the 
source is dated well beyond our period.
48 Lexicon latinitatis Nederlandicae does give a richer definition: “Vorm, figuur, gedaante -  
forma, facies : linealis, circularis ; numeralis. ” But all exempla of these uses are from a later period 
than concerns us here.
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lexicography ; and the adverb figuraliter was allowed no reference to a geomet­
rical figure, shape, or drawing in any period.
Forma could be used in much the same way as figura to mean the shape or 
drawing of a geometrical or gromatic diagramme, as Souter knew from texts of 
the fifth century and thereafter. But he is alone. Pictura (derived from pingo) is 
another word which often refers to drawings used in the work of a surveyor or 
geometer, but no lexicographer gave such a meaning. Thesaurus defined pictura 
as “ actio pingendi, figurandi, imaginem faciendi ” and named Martianus Capella, 
Verus Pronto, Marius Victorinus, and Claudianus Mamertus as sources ; but to 
this lexicon that meant imaginatio mentis, imagines textae, statuae. Apparently, 
geometric or gromatic drawings did not come readily to the imaginative mind. 
Furthermore, depingo may be used to describe “ tabellas obscoenas” with colour 
or words (Freund, L & S) but apparently not the forma recta produced by a 
geometer in brown or black ink to represent the imago which their work requires. 
Normally, lexicographers have closed their minds to some of the terms that their 
sources certainly used as a normal part of the Latin culture at all times.
The action which resulted in a geometrical figura, forma, or pictura was 
describere, from which came the substantive descriptio. Freund recognized 
at first that a written description could represent stars in the heavens, but then 
deleted that reference from his edition for schools and private use, as did the 
large, scholarly dictionary by L & S. Both the Cassells thought that “ geometric 
figures ” could be described in Latin, as did Thesaurus, adding lines and numbers, 
as well as the heavens and orbis terrarum. None of that is allowed in Oxford or 
in any lexicon of medieval Latin. Oxford acknowledges that descriptio could be 
“ the drawing of a diagram, plan,” though not a geometric figure. That “plan” 
could be a “ map” or even a “ survey” for British Sources. But no lexicon of 
medieval Latin knew that descriptio used lines and numbers to account for the 
depictions of the heavens or of any other geometric form.
descriptio -onis (f.)
Freund1 [describo] die schriftliche Darstellung, Abzeichnung: (quum astra)
eandem coeli descriptionem longis intervallis retulerint ; die Beschreibung, 
Darstellung, Schilderung; die Vertheilung, Eintheilung; die gehörige 
Einrichtung, Ordnung.
Freund2 N/A. Ditto + Abriß, Abtheilung, Abgrenzung.
L & S [describo] a marking out, delineation, copy, transcript ; a representation ;
a proper disposition, order, arrangement.
Cassell2 A copy, a representation by writing or signs ; geometric figures ; defini­
tion, fixing, limiting, distribution ; a settling, division.
Cassell4 [describo] a copy; a representation by drawing : plans, geometrical
figures ; in words, a description.
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Thesaurus [describere] (geom.) delineado, schema per lineas, litteras, numéros ;
figura ; formae aedium aedificandarum, urbis, horti ; caeli, orbis terrarum ; 
(per litteras) libri, vocabuli ; exempla varia et numerosa.
Oxford [describo] the drawing of a diagram, plan ; (criminis) the setting out or
recording of a charge, indictment ; a narrative.
Du Cange1 Indictio, contributio.
Du Cange2 N/A. [describere] adde cit.
Henschel [causarum ] index sen libellus, in quo causae judicandae ex ordine
recensentur.
Maigne Indictio, contributio -  impôt; descriptions etiam dictae recensiones
praediorum, supellectilis Ecclesiae, librorum ac veterum chartarum, regio 
nomine factae.
Souter A plan ; (med.) prescription. Vide d e s c r ip tio n a lis , d e sc r ip tiv u s .
Blaise1 Description, definition par les choses sensibles (opp. à definition);
recensement (de population).
Biaise2 Recension, inventaire des manuscrits (d’un monastère), chartrier ; dénom­
brement des domaines ecclésiastique soumis à un cens, pouillé, polyp­
tyque ; copie ; liste des causes ; imposition, impôt.
Niermeyer1 ^Recensement de la population pour l’impôt; dénombrement des fiscs
et des beneficia du royaume, d’un ensemble de domaines, polyptyque ; 
charte ; copie.
Niermeyer2 Ditto.
Wörterbuch N/A. Transcriptio, apographon -  Abschrift ; conscriptio, confectio -
Niederschrift, Aufzeichnung, (schriftliche) Ausfertigung ; enumerado, 
index -  Aufstellung, -listung, Verzeichnis, Liste.
Jugoslav Nil.
British The act of drawing or writing ; diagram, map ; survey ; account, defini­
tion ; exempla varia.
Nederland N/A. (log.) beschrijving. Vide lo c u s  a  d e sc r ip tio n e .
Italica1 N/A. Recensio. [Addenda] adde cit. + discrimen ; Charta.
Italica2 Nil.
There cannot be a geometric circle without its centrum, not only “ der 
Mittelpunkt des Kreises” but also in the phrase centrum circini “ der einge­
hakte feste Schenkel des Zirkels, ” as Freund said, “ um welchem sich der andere 
herumbewegt, ” in order to create the forma. Later, Freund2 added an example 
from Pliny: solis terraeque centra.49 This was all clearly translated in 1850 
by E.I. Andrews and repeated by L & S, Oxford, and Thesaurus, with good 
geometric examples. Thesaurus gave spherical as well as circular examples 
for the function of centrum. But oddly, that common term was overlooked by 
successive editors of the Cassells dictionaries.
Du Cange however was not interested in drawing circles and locating 
their centres, nor were the later Cangists or Maigne d’Amis. For centrale as
49 Plinii Historia naturalis 2,15,13.1 have not found that phrase; but in the same section, Pliny 
does use centrum caeli and a terrae centro.
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a substantive, Souter simply stated “centre,” but Blaise1 (1954) knew centrum 
as “ centre du zodiaque.” He learned that from reading not a technical hand­
book but the Passio Sebastiani ; and from the Carmina of Paulus Diaconus 
he gave “ ciel: centri regnator et orbis,” adding also a rhetorical “ centre du 
monde. ” These examples imply but do not state a geometrical significance for 
the lemma. Very well for early Christian writers, but once again Blaise2 (1967) 
did not include these meanings in his wider scope of the writings of medieval 
authors. Niermeyer and Iugoslav also omitted them. Wörterbuch however gave 
many examples for centrum “ Mittelpunkt, Mitte,” both geometrical and astro­
nomical, as did Nederland. Italica returned to Blaise’s citation of centrum by 
Paulus Diaconus but without definition. While British Sources recognised that 
term in general as “ central point, centre, middle, ” it is a bit odd to find it defined 
as the “ point (of compass).” The “ compass” in question would have to be a 
two-legged instrument, each of whose feet tapered into a sharp point and one of 
which could serve as the centre of a circle, though this dictionary does not offer 













Stachel, Spitze; centrum circini -  der eingehakte feste Schenkel des 
Zirkels, um welchen sich der andere herumbewegt ; der Mittelpunkt des 
Kreises, das Centrum ; der Kern.
[Ksvxpov] ditto + solis terraeque centra ; das Innerste des Holzes, Edel­
steines ; Körniges ; Mitteltheil.
[KSVTpov] centrum circini -  the stationary foot of the compasses, around 
which the other is carried to make a circle ; the middle point of a circle, 
the centre ; a kernel.
Nil.
Nil.
[Ksvxpov] medium, punctum medium : cuiuslibet generis circuii sphaerae 
lineae ; punctum, medium punctum corporis, interdum fere linea in medio 
posita ; virga altera circini, acumen virgae ; spina, aculeus.
[Ksvxpov] the (point of the) stationery leg of a pair of compasses : centrum 
circini ; the spur of fowls ; the centre of a circle or sphere, the earth, the 
universe : medium centrum ; the centre of an arch or a non-circular area or 
object ; a vanishing point in a perspective drawing ; the point or axis about 
which something revolves, the pivotal point of a mechanism ; a knot or 
similar concretion in wood, gems.




50 One should not suppose the magnetic instrument which later took the name “ compass” but 
had yet to be invented.













Centre du monde, centre ; centre des êtres (en pari, de Dieu) ; centre du 
zodiaque ; ciel : centri regnator et orbis.
N/A. Cintre, arc.
N/A. Cintre -  arch.
Ditto.
[KSVTpov] punctum vel spatium medium -  Mittelpunkt, Mitte (exempla 
geom.) ; lineam eclipticam, ad polum ; regio caeli, orbis -  Himmelsbe­
reich, Weltkreis; caelum -  Himmel; (arch.) fornix concamerationis -  
Gewölbebogen ; exempla varia.
Nil.
[Ksvxpov] point (of compass) ; central point, centre, middle.
[KevTpov] middelpunt van een cirkel, draaipunt (cf. centralis). Vide 
circumferentia.
De zodiaci centro ; de cáelo : centri regnator et orbis.
Nil.
Anulus or annulus was a ring or an ornament for the finger for Freund, L & 
S, and the Cassells. They knew it as a diminutive of anus, applied to various 
body parts; but Freund1 found anulus as “ Ring einer Kette” and Thesaurus 
as “ anuli digitales: parvi circuii.” Thesaurus also introduced the meaning of 
“ annuii ferrei a lapide magnete attracti.”51 The word was omitted by Oxford. 
In medieval Latin, the choices were even more prudent : Du Cange and Henschel 
knew of annulus arrarum; Maigne annulus aureus ; Blaise “ anneau pastoral” ; 
Niermeyer “ anneau à sceller” ; Wörterbuch and British Sources included all of 
those possibilities, but not anulus as the centre of circle.
To aspects of a geometrical circulus should be added its radius ex centro and 
its diámetros. Radius was the spoke of a wheel or a beam of light for all classical 
dictionaries, but for them all it could also be either a measuring-rod or the semi­
diameter of a circle. The lexicographers have sought the root for the word in 
radix or ramus, rather than in the verb radio or radior. But no lexicon of medi­
eval Latin knows of radius as a measuring-rod or a semi-diameter, if they cited 
the word at all. Du Cange defined radius as “ sulcus, raye, rayon,” and Blaise1 
was a bit more specific with “ aiguille du cadran solaire” and “ radii cometae.” 
There are other exempla in Nederland, but lacking definition. Souter contributed
51 This phrase in Thesaurus expresses the thought of T. Lucretii Cari De rerum natura libri sex, 
ed. Josef Martin (Leipzig : B.G. Teubner, 1963), about dust rushing around a magnet. See Book VI, 
lines 1007-1008: “ ...fit utqui/ anulus ipse sequatur eatque ita corpore toto” ; and lines 1013-1014: 
“ corpora si nequeunt e ferro plura coorta/ in vacuum ferri, quin anulus ipse sequatur. ” The notes of 
H.A. Munro (Cambridge University Press, 1873) did not mention anulus but translated it as “ the 
ring” or “ the whole ring.”
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“ the style of a sundial” from the Variae of Cassiodorus which other lexicogra­
phers had overlooked.52
radius -ii (m.)
Freund1 Der Stab, Stecken ; die Speiche des Rades ; (math.) Meßstab, Meßruthe ;
der Halbmesser, Radius des Kreises ; in der Weberkunst, das Weber­
schiffchen, der Schütze ; der Strahl eines leuchtenden Gegenstandes : die 
Sonne ; exempla varia.
Freund2 Ditto.
L & S A staff, rod ; (math.) a staff, rod for measuring ; a semidiameter, radius of
a circle ; spoke of a heel ; a beam or ray of any shining object, of the sun ; 
exempla varia. Vide rad ix , ram us.
Cassell2 A staff, rod ; spoke of a wheel ; (math.) the staff that mathematicians used
for drawing figures on the abacus ; the radius or semi-diameter of a circle ; 
(of weaving) a shuttle ; a ray, beam of light : radii solis.
Cassell4 [radius] a staff, rod, stake ; the spoke of a wheel ; a measuring-rod ; the
radius or semi-diameter of a circle ; (of weaving) a shuttle ; a ray, beam of
light.
Oxford A spoke (in a wheel); the radius of a circle ; a rotating radial arm; a
pointed rod, a ray of light, a gleam, flash ; a ray proceeding from the eye 
to the object seen.
Du Cange1 N/A. Sulcus, raye, rayon : via carucae in arando.
Du Cange2 Nil.
Henschel N/A. Septum ad capiendos pisces ; sulcus ; instrumentum cirurgicorum,
stilus, tenta.
Maigne Ditto Du Cange1.
Souter The style of a sundial.





Nederland Exempla sine definitione ; radii cometae.
Italica1 N/A. Solis ortus ; de luce divina, veritatis fulgore, virtutibus, honestae
vitae meritis ; stirpis nobilitate, mentis acie. Vide radix .
Italica2 Nil.
It would appear therefore that Latin radius, meaning geometric radius 
or semi-diameter of a circle in modem European languages, was common in
52 Variae 1.45.8 : “ Quale est hoc homini etiam facere, quod vel intellexisse potest esse mirabile ? 
quare cum vos omet talium rerum praedicanda notifia, horologia nobis publicis expensis sine vestro 
dispendio distinate. primum sit, ubi stilus diei index per umbram exiguam horas consuevit estendere, 
radius itaque immobilis et parvus, peragens quod tarn miranda solis magnitudo discurrit, et fugam 
solis aequiperat, quod motus semper ignorât.” Ed. Theodor Mommsen (Berlin: Weidmann, 1894), 
p. 41.
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classical Latin but disappeared from medieval Latin, though that notion would 
certainly be false.53 While ra d io  and r a d io r  accounted for radiation of light 
by all classical dictionaries, only Souter, Blaise, and N e d e r la n d  seem to have 
found this in their sources. Most classical dictionaries applied this to rays of 
sun, moon, and stars and even to rays of o r b is  ; but no medieval lexicons made 
that connexion. The meaning of ra d iu s  included the spoke of a wheel and a rod 
or staff, particularly one used for measuring, with citations from Varrò, Cicero, 
Vergil, and Tertullian (d.A.D.220). Cassell2 thought that ra d iu s  was “ (math.) the 
staff that mathematicians used for drawing figures on the abacus, ” a definition 
which was found in Freund2 “ [p u lv is] p u lv is  e ru d itu s  -  der Sand, worin die alten 
Mathematiker mit dem Stäbchen (radius) die Figuren zeichneten.” Cassell4 
however ignored this and satisfied with “ a measuring rod.” Oxford would keep 
“ a spoke (in a wheel),” but its only staff was “ a pointed rod,” along with “ a 
ray of light” defined as “ a ray proceeding from the eye to the object seen”. 
All knew of “a semidiameter, radius of a circle.” Not so the lexicons of medi­
eval Latin who could speak of “ stilus” (Henschel) and “ the style of a sundial” 
(Souter) or “ aiguille du cadran solaire” (Blaise1), or s o l is  o r tu  (Italica1) without 
definition or source,54 but not of “ the radius of a circle. ”
D iá m e tro s  (f.) or d ia m e tro n  (n.) or d ia m e te r  (m.) on the other hand was 
well known in classical Latin texts. D iá m e tro s  was defined by Freund as 
“ der Durchmesser,” was transliterated from Greek by L & S, T h e sa u ru s , and 
Oxford without definition, and was omitted by the two Cassells. Some strange 
adjectival uses were given by L & S as “ central: radiation,” and as “ dime- 
tiens” by T h esa u ru s. But the latter’s substantive d ia m e te r  “ oppositus” has 
no source and must be unjustified. In fact, all of these attempts at defining 
this geometrical expression leave its meaning unclear and perhaps mistaken 
because they appear to limit the term to its use in a circle, whereas the Latin 
texts speak more often of diagonals for figures with other forms, such as 
rectangle or rhomboid.
The early lexicons of medieval Latin are worse. For d iá m e tr o s , Du Cange 
said “ intertrimentum -  d e c h e t” and was followed by Henschel and Maigne. 
Souter, Blaise, and I ta lic a  transliterated the word from Greek without expla­
nation, though Blaise1 added “ diamétralement (virtuti ex diametro contrariane 
malitiam), ” a complete distortion which is repeated by B ritish  S o u rces . One 
wonders about the sources used by those lexicographers. Yet, three lexicons
53 Guy B eaujouan, “ Études paléographiques sur la ‘rotation’ des chiffres et l ’emploi des apices 
du Xe au xiie siècle,” Revue d ’histoire des sciences I (1947-1948), p. 301-313, rpr. in Id , Par raison 
de nombres (Aldershot: Variorum, 1991), IX (CS 344); Id., “ Le vocabulaire scientifique du latin 
médiéval,” in La lexicographie du latin médiéval, dir. Y. Lefèvre (Paris: CNRS, 1981), p. 345-354, 
esp. p. 347, rpr. in Id., Par raison de nombres, VIII.
54 Note that radix did not yet have a mathematical meaning. Barnabas Hughes, “ Mathematics 
and Geometry ”, in Medieval Latin, ed. Frank A.C. Mantello and A. George Rigg (Washington, D C. : 
Catholic University of America Press, 1996), p. 348-354.
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have clarified the term diameter to mean the diagonal of either a circle or of 
a rectangle. A recent fascicle of Wörterbuch gives “ dimetiens, diagonus, linea 
media” and “ (geom.) decussatine -  kreuzweise.” British Sources also has both 
“ diagonal (adj.) diameter (of a circle or sphere)” and “ diagonal (adj.); direct 
line through, ” presumably through a rectangle or other figure. And Nederland 
provides “ media linea (diagonalis) quadrati, circuii.”
The meaning of diameter as diagonal of circle, sphere, or rectangle was 
valid at all times in Greek or Latin, though it was found by lexicographers only 
recently.
diámetros -i (f.), diametron -i (n.), diameter -tri (m.)
Freund1 [Ôiâpexpoç] der Durchmesser, Diameter.
Freund2 Ditto + (adj.) diametra radiado [Spätlatein].
L & S N/A. [ôiàpsTpoç] a diameter ; (adj.) central : radiado.
Cassell2 Nil.
Cassell4 Nil.
Thesaurus N/A. [ônxpexpoç, diam eter] (adj.) dimetiens, diametralis ; (subst.)
diameter, oppositus ; exempla varia et numerosa.
Oxford [ônxpexpoç] a diameter ; (adj.) diametrical.
Du Cange1 N/A. Intertrimentum -  decket.
Du Cange2 Nil.
Henschel N/A. [diametrum] ditto Du Cange1.
Maigne Ditto Henschel.
Souter N/A. [.diam etralis] diametrical ; diam etrum  -  (subst.) what is wanting to a
measure, a make-weight.
Blaise1 N/A. [diametrum] (n.) ex diametro -  diamétralement (virtud ex diametro
contrariane malitiam).
Blaise2 N/A. [diametricalis] de diamètre.
Niermeyer1 Nil.
Niermeyer2 Nil.
Wörterbuch [ôiâpexpoç, diam etrum , -trus, -ter] dimetiens, diagonus, linea media
-  Durchmesser, Diagonale, Mitte(llinie) ; (geom.) decussatim -  kreuz­
weise ; de caelo siderum ; pars -  Seite ; horologium, hora -  Uhr, Stunde ; 
radius -  Radius, Halbmesser ; extensio, dimensio -  Ausdehnung, Dimen­
sion, Richtung ; linea, cursus, via -  Linie, Weg.
Iugoslav Nil.
British [ôiâpexpoç, diam eter] diagonal (adj.); (subst.m. or n.) diameter (of
a circle or sphere) ; (with ex) in diametrial opposition, contrariwise ;
diagonal of a square ; direct line through.
Nederland N/A. [ca. 1 4 8 0 ] .
Italica1 N/A. [diameter] (astron.) de zodiaco ; cit. sine definitione.
Italica2 Nil.
Arcus was thought of by Freund first as “ instrumentum bellicum vel vena- 
torium. ” Thesaurus and all classical dictionaries agreed, presumably because
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fighting and hunting were assumed to be common occupations. But T h esa u ru s  
added “ arcuum alii usus,” of which one was “ arcus caeli, iris.” For a rc u s  
c a e l i , Freund had given “ Regenbogen,” and L & S “ a bow, rainbow.” This 
was accepted by the Cassells and Oxford. Another meaning of a rc u s  was in 
architecture, “ camera, hapsis,” according to T h esa u ru s. The Cassells gave “ an 
arch, vault,” as did Oxford ; apparently, “ anything like an arch” would do, but 
“ incurvum aliquid” (T h esa u ru s) is not very specific. To the latter phrase, Freund 
added “ Bogen eines Zirkels, Kreisbogen, die Parallelkreise um die Erde.” His 
examples of meaning for a rcu s  were simplified by L & S : “ mathematical arc, ” 
but they added that there were “ five parallel zones of the globe.” The Cassells 
accepted “ mathematical arc” without explanation, but not the five zones. 
Oxford accepted the zones and was more forthcoming about “ (geom.) an arc, ” 
explaining a rcu s  with Freund as “ a segment of a circle. ” The term a rc u s  c ircu ii  
however has only been implied by some texts in which the words are not found.
Many scholars have discussed drawings of m u n d u s  (cosmos) with five parallel 
bands of clima for study of the stars, especially the range of the sun to the North 
in summer (Cancer) and to the South in winter (Capricorn), also with the two 
arctic circles, and then projection of those wide bands onto te r ra  as latitudes. Of 
course those schema elaborated f ig u ra  or p ic tu r a , of which the most common 
was the ro ta  te r ra e  with parallel lines representing wide bands of latitude or 
climate. The circular lines themselves were not understood by medieval scholars 
to be thin lines of latitude, contrary to modem cartography.55
Medieval lexicography is rather different for a rc u s  or a rq u u s. Du Cange 
knew a rcu s c u rv a tu s , for which he thought of f o r n ix , c a m e r a , and a p s is ,  
adding a rcu s re c o rd a tio n is  in his A p p e n d ix  (1678), a usage he found in a 
Roman context. Henschel repeated c u rv a tu s  but also cited a special use of 
a re a  : “ modus agri, a forma quadrata dictus. ” Although this last is by no means 
self-evident, it reappears often in other lexicons without source or explanation. 
But no mathematical or geometrical arc was mentioned by Maigne, Souter, 
Blaise, Niermeyer, lu g o s la v , or I ta lic a .  The latter suggests a rc u s  “ de amore,” 
referring to Cupid’s bow. Finally, B ritish  S o u rc es  introduced “ (geom.) arc,” 
without explanation or source ; and N e d e r la n d  gave “ (math.) baan (van de 
zon) -  cursus, ” though a mathematical significance is not self-evident. W ö rte r­
buch  is more helpful when its “ (math, vel astron.) pars circuii -  Kreisbogen” 
is followed by many examples in which an a rc u s  could be significant for 
mathematics or astronomy : “ circulas meridies ; cursus planetarum, signorum, 
lunae.” The examples of “ curvus astrolabiorum, horologiorum” apparently
55 These figures of the sphere of mundus and of terra, encircled by four or five or more bands 
of clima, along with other figures, has been reviewed by W.M. Stevens, “The figure of the earth in 
Isidore’s De natura rerum ” Isis 71/257 (1980), p. 268-277 ; and “ Earth, models of (before 1600),” 
in History o f the Geosciences: an encyclopedia, ed. Gregory A. Good (New York: Garland, 1998),
p. 182-188.
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refer to the marks of 24 hours and 12 zodiacal signs on the outer rim of 
those instruments. More specific are “ quartae partis circuii in instrumento 
horologico; de partibus abaci in curvaturas exeuntibus.” The literature cited 
for this enlarged definition in Wörterbuch reaches far into important aspects 
of medieval culture.
arcus, arquus -us (m.)
Freund1 Der Bogen zum Schießen ; jede bogenartige Krümmung, Bogen Wölbung ;
der mathematische Kreisbogen ; daher von den fünf Parallelkreisen der 
Erdkugel, welche die Zonen begrenzen.
Freund2 Bogen zum Schießen ; Regenbogen ; von ändern bogenförmigen Dingen ;
so Bogen eines Zirkels, Kreisbogen, die Parallelkreise um die Erde.
L & S [arquus, arcuo] something bent, a bow, the rainbow, arch or vault ; mathe­
matical arc ; five parallel zones of the globe.
Cassell2 Mathematical arc ; a bow ; the rainbow ; an arch, vault, triumphal arch.
Cassell4 Ditto + anything arched or curved.
Thesaurus N/A. Instrumentum bellicum vel venatorium, arcuum alii usus; arcus
Sagittarius ; arcus caeli, iris ; (arch.) camera, apsis ; incurvum aliquid.
Oxford Curving line ; (geom.) an arc, a segment of a circle ; one of the five zones
into which the sky is divided ; the horizon ; a bow for shooting arrows ; 
rainbow ; arch, vault ; anything like an arch, a curved piece.
Du Cange1 N/A. Fornix curvatus, aut camera ; apsis.
Du Cange2 N/A. Arcus recordationis. Locus sic dictus Romae.
Henschel Curvatus ; area -  modus agri, a forma quadrata dictus ; + [Favre] arcus
fusteus,fu stiu m  -  fermes de la charpente.
Maigne N/A. Apsis, couronne, fomix curvatus.
Souter Nil.
Blaise1 N/A. Arc (symb. de puissance).
Blaise2 Ditto + cintre, arc, voûte (arch.) ; arc (mystique) ; tout ornement d’église
en forme d’arc ; abside ; portique de basilique ; couronne offerte à l’autel ; 
barrière séparant le chœur de la nef ; arcus balearis -  arbalète.
Niermeyer1 N/A. Arcade.
Niermeyer2 Ditto.
Wörterbuch Instrumentum aptum ad sagittas mittendas -  Bogen (Waffe) ; spectat ad
usum hominum, de instrumento bellico, venatorio, ad spatium metiendum 
usurpato ; spectat ad usum deorum, Amoris ; res in formam partis circuii 
curvata -  Bogen ; (arch.) fomix, concameratio ; iris -  Regenbogen ; (math, 
vel astron.) pars circuii -  Kreisbogen ; de lineis curvis astrolabiomm, 
horologiorum ; quartae partis circuii in instrumento horologico ; de 
partibus abaci in curvaturas exeuntibus ; pars curva plantarum, corporis, 
vasorum, coronae ; instrumentum, quo imposito chordae sonant ; arco 
-  Sattelbogen ; folium pergamenae, plicatura ; curvatura rotae -  Felge ; 
flexus fluminis.
Iugoslav Nil.
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British Bow; crossbow; rainbow; something bow-shaped or arched, curve ;
(geom.) arc.
Nederland N/A. [s.xv] ; (math.) baan (van de zon) -  cursus.
Italica1 N/A. De amore ; (arch.) camera -  volta.
Italica2 Adde cit. + arcus volutus -  hypogeum, fornix ; vide area , area.
Rather than arcus circuii, other terms were used to mean the sector of a 
circle : portio anguli generally as part of a circle, with both sector circuii and 
pars anguli specifically as an angular segment of a geometric circle.56 Note the 
specific definitions by L & S of sectio “ (geometry) division, section” and of 
sector “ (g e o m .)  the sector of a circle, that part of a circle included between any 
two radii and an arc. ” These usages in Euclidean plane geometry were known in 
very many manuscripts from ninth to seventeenth centuries, and they were been 
available to lexicographers in many editions of the Latin texts.
Segmentum was said by Freund to mean “ abgeschittenes Stück, besonders 
Welt -  oder Erdabschnitt,” and his examples included " segmenta mundi, 
circuios, paralleles, ” assuming a zonal model of the earth. L & S repeated the 
“ segmenta mundi” in English but omitted the circles and parallels, while the 
Cassells defined segmentum as a zone or region but of the earth rather than of 
the cosmos. Oxford also gave up any reference to an image of the cosmos but 
thought that segmentum could mean more generally “ a segment of a geometric 
figure. ”
segmentum -i (n.)
Freund1 [seco] das abgeschittene Stück, der Abschnitt, das Stück ; der Welt -  oder
Erdabschnitt : segmenta mundi, circuios, paralleles.
Freund2 Ditto.
L & S [seco] a cutting, a piece cut off, a slice ; a strip, zone, segment of the
earth.
Cassell2 [seco] a piece cut off, cutting, shred ; a zone or region of the earth.
Cassell4 Ditto.
Oxford [seco] a piece removed by cutting, section; a segment of a geometric
figure ; a piece of fabric, metal attached to garments for decoration.
Du Cange1 Nil.
Du Cange2 Nil
56 Portio circuii : Elementa III Def.6, 8 and 11 ; III Prop. 23, 24, 31, and 32, ed. M. Folkerts, 
“ Boethius ” Geometrie II (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner, 1970) : Appendix I. Note also the explanatory 
gloss to III Prop.7 : “ Per eas lineas dantur circuii portionem. Sed ab una parte una portio quae est 
circuii conclusa figura sub recta linea et circuii circumferentia concluditur. Et cuius oportet consi­
gnan describatur in portione” ; and the similar gloss to III Prop.9. Because Prop.23 appears in only 
a single manuscript, Folkerts removed it to his annotations -  Sector circuii : Elementa III Def.10: 
“ Sector circuii est figura, quae sub duabus a centro ductis lineis et sub circumferentia quae ab 
eisdem comprehenditur continetur... ” -  Pars anguli : Elementa III Prop.33, with gloss : “ unus quis 
suas intus circulo oportet accipere portiones. ”









Nederland Halssieraad -  monile ; (afgesneden) deel -  pars secta.
Italica1 Nil.
Italica2 Nil.
Only one lexicon of medieval Latin includes segmentum as a lemma, and that 
one does not give a geometric meaning or refer to a model of either mundus or 
terra. Yet, there are other words used as synonyms for a geometrical segmentum 
in context. In addition to pars, pordo, and sector, we may also notice the uses 
of absis or apsis (Oxford), curvatura (Wörterbuch), decanus (British), divisio 
(Thesaurus), metatio (Thesaurus), and quadra (Oxford).
Many more terms recur in medieval literature which require geometrical 
meanings, such as Euclidean p r o b le m a , d e f in id o , d is p u ta d o , p e t id o , c o n c e p d o , 
and p r o p o s id o , as well as p e rp e n d ic u lu m  and su p er fic ie s , each of which we have 
discussed elsewhere.57 Other terms also deserve more attention for their uses in 
context which are rarely considered by lexicographers. For example, the substan­
tives: a m p li tu d o , a x is , c a rd o  and decum anus', a m b itu s  and g y ru s  ; c ir c u id o , 
c ircu itu s , c ir c u lâ t us, and c ircu m fe re n d a  ; d e s c r ip d o , a ld tu d o , and a ltu s  ; la d tu d o , 
and lo n g itu d o  ; c o m p o s itu s , d iv is io ,  d im en s io , and flex u s  ; o b liq u u s  and o b sd p u s  ; 
p a r a l le lo s ,  p e r ím e tro s ',  q u a d ra tu s , rec tu s  and e r e c tu s ; ro ta  and ro tu n d u s; 
sp h a e r a  and sp h e r ic u s  ; v er te x . Terms for particular geometric forms are cubus  
and c u b itu s , e p id o n ic u s , e p ip e d u s , h em icyc liu m , h e m isp h a erio n , iso g o n o s , 
i so sc e le s ,  p o ly h e d r o n , q u a d ra tu s , te trá g o n o s  and te trá g o n o s  lo n g u s, and other 
figures of Greek derivation whose technical names were early transliterated into 
Latin. Verbs which may often be used with mathematical and other scientific 
meanings are especially c a d o , c o m p o n o , d ed u co , d iv id o , f le c to  and f lex o , la teo , 
q u a d ro , ra d io  and ra d io r , s e c o , su b d iv id o , su b d u c o  and su b d u c to .
There are also particular phrases which have usually escaped attention of 
most lexicographers, such as aequales lineae et inaequales lineae vel anguli vel 
circuii, casus lapidis, and curvado vel curvatura lineis. Terms like area, census, 
columna, costa, and res which were common in classical usage were later given 
new meanings and applications in mathematical contexts, especially area for 
bounded space in a geometrical figure, or costa for the side of a cube or triangle. 
New terms were introduced such as conus, epipedus, isogonus, and homologus 
which were transliterated from Greek into Arabic during the eighth through tenth
57 W.M. Stevens, “ Field and Streams” (op. cit., note 7), p. 139-140.
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centuries and thence into Latin during the late twelfth and thirteenth centuries.58 
Finally, a few terms which are derived from the sounds of Arabic names and words 
in arithmetic, geometry, and astronomy may be noted : afraadet, algorismus, 
amicus, canon or kanon (as a monochord with moveable bridge), canonion or 
kanonion (as a graduated ruler for measuring lengths), cehem, duodecatemoria, 
domicilia, domus, donatio, gradus, nodus, novene, oppositum (as an astronomical 
term), regzzA, servitus, r/zemA mundi, or trigonus (as elemental triplicities). Most 
of these terms have classical Greek or Latin roots, transliterated or adapted into 
Arabic or Hebrew and then returned to Latin variously,59 but they do not func­
tion for astrology in the Latin texts within our period. These terms came into 
use beyond our period, but it is remarkable that they became current in scientific 
treatises and universities lectures of the thirteenth and fourteenth century. None 
are found in lexicons of medieval Latin, including those whose chronological 
bounds include sources from those later centuries.
*
*  *
It has been disappointing to find how seldom mathematical and scientific 
meanings of common terms are accounted for by dictionaries and lexicons of 
Latin, whether classical and medieval, and how rarely terms may be found at 
all that are specific to a scientific discipline. This causes confusion about the 
presence of an important part of European culture. Though some of the greatest 
lexicographers before the mid-1960s seem not to have been aware of mathema­
tical and scientific interests in the Latin literature of periods for which they were 
responsible, but the extant Latin texts make it clear that mathematical and scien­
tific concerns and activities were present at all times and all places where Latin 
was spoken and written.60
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58 Some of the new terms were discussed by G. B eaujouan, in La lexicographie du latin 
médiéval (op. cit. note 53) ; B.Hughes, “ Mathematics and Geometry,” (op. cit. note 54), p. 348-354, 
and W.M. Stevens, “ Field and Streams” (op. cit. note 7), p. 128-130. See also the essays by 
Burnett and by Juste cited above in note 24.
59 Daniel of Morley, Philosophia de naturis inferiorum et superiorum (post A.D. 1175), and 
those of his contemporaries who were interested in Arabic astrology were rarely noted by Latin 
lexicographers. As a result, modem scholars interested in astrology are left without support from 
lexicographical aids and may be misled by assuming the presence of astrological meanings of a term 
in one text without comparison of its occurrences in other sources.
60 For their cooperation and support of research for this and other studies, the author wishes 
to thank Dr. Menso Folkerts, Institut für Geschichte der Naturwissenschaften, Munich ; Professor 
Dr. Marc-Aeilko Ariss and Dr. Carmen von Hartmann, Institut für lateinische Philologie des Mittel­
alters, Munich; Professor Dr. Dietrich Lohrmann, Historisches Institut, RWTH Aachen ; Herzog 
August-Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel ; and especially the Alexander von Humboldt-Stiftung, Bonn.
